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Two nursing students
elected to state board
valuable to their futures,” Schoof said.
Schoof, who currently has Ovlasuk in
class, said she expects both students to do
a wonderful job on the board.
Of the 18 delegates Grand Valley State
“Jesse has always taken his role in
University’s Student Nurses Association
the local chapter very seriously,” she
sent to an annual statewide convention
said. “He is very diligent and consistent
this past weekend, two walked out with
in his attendance, and I had the privilege
smiles on their faces and another honor to
of riding with Christina on the way to the
add to their resumes.
convention — she seems like a bright and
Christina Schwarz and Jesse Ovlasuk
motivated individual.”
were elected by their peers to serve on
Schwarz said the decision to run was
the state board of directors at the Nursing
somewhat last minute.
Students Convention
“I pretty much
in
Frankenmuth,
decided in the car
Mich.
“It is a great honor for on the way down,”
Ovlasuk
was
she said. “Then once
Jesse and Christina to
given
a
position
we got there I began
in advertising and
be elected to serve in
talking with Annie
Schwarz will be taking
this capacity.”
Chapman and she
over the Nominations
really
convinced
and Elections position
me to give it a shot.
for Anne Chapman,
After talking with
who will graduate
her I thought, ‘This
CYNTHIA MCCURREN
from the Kirkhof
is something I could
DEAN OF NURSING
College Nursing in
really be good at.’”
April.
As the Nominations
The
Michigan
and Elections Chairperson, Schwarz
Nursing Students Association has 12 will be in charge of overseeing election
board members, so it is exciting to have
procedures, as well as recruiting MNSA
more than one of our students on the students to run for positions at the national
board, said Nancy Schoof, faculty adviser level.
toGVSU’s SNA.
She said the one aspect she really
“It’s a great leadership opportunity,
and something that will be extremely
See KCON, A2
By Danielle Arndt
GVL Senior Reporter
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Talking dead: Skulls line the wall in the Anthropology Lab in Lake Michigan Hall. Students are taught to recognize where they come from.

If the dead could speak...
“Students can get an introduction
to the concept and what you can
learn from bones for the purpose of
forensics.”
Moore said he will be discussing
several of the ongoing cases he
has dealt with while working as a
consultant for the Champagne County
By Kathryn Lynch-Morin
coroner’s office in Illinois.
GVL Staff Writer
Students participating in the
workshop can expect to handle actual
Fans of forensic science TV shows
human remains including a human
such as “CSI” and “Bones” may be
skull and the remains of two burned
interested to know that a workshop
bodies. They will study gunshot
on how to identify human remains
wounds and learn about some of
is being offered on
the techniques for
campus this week.
identification using
The
upcoming
“I've always had
bones and teeth.
two-day event. How
GVSU
senior
a bit of a morbid
the Dead Speak, will
Lindsay Dievendorf
be taking a closer
fascination with
of Jenison, Mich,
look at the reality of
skeletons and
said she is excited to
forensic
osteology
attend How the Dead
mummies
and
the
— the study of bones
Speak and hopes it
— in an effort to
amount of information will help her better
educate students of
they can offer...”
grasp what forensics
the vast capabilities
can really do.
of forensic science.
LINDSAY DIEVENDORF
“I’ve always had
Grand
Valley
GVSU SENIOR
a bit of a morbid
State
University
fascination
with
alumnusJohn Moore,
skeletons
and
a natural sciences
mummies and the
professor from Parkland College in
amount of information they can
Illinois, will be leading lectures and
offer about the person’s life after
the hands-on portion on day two of
they can’t say anything themselves,”
the event.
Dievendorf said.
“Most of what I’m going to focus
Along with Moore, other speakers
on is forensic osteology,” he said.
giving presentations on
Friday

Human remains
workshop ‘How the
Dead Speak ’ to be held
this week on campus

Battling over higher
education funding

include Dr. Stephen Cohle, the chief
medical examiner of Kent County and
Frederick Antczak, the dean of the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
will start the day. Students can expect
a lot of information on the capabilities
of forensic science and many slides to
accompany the material. The lectures
and slide shows will run from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. with a break from 11:30
a m. to I p.m.
On Friday, all students are
welcome to attend the lectures being
held in the Pere Marquette Room of
the Kirkhof Center. For Saturday’s
See Dead, A2
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Identifying: This skull has a bullet wound
just above the left eye socket Students in the
anthropology department are taught how to
recognize a cause of death in a human skull.

Gov. Jennifer Granholm's University

By Michelle Hamilton
GVl. News Hditor

for 2008-09

GVL Guest Columnist

Here we go again. It’s time for
the state of Michigan to make the
difficult decisions
about how much
money will be
allocated to the
state’s 15 public
universities,
and even more
difficult, to
decide how much
will be allocated
to each one.
As is usually
the case, the initial funding
decision places Grand Valley State
University at or near the bottom of
the list.
GVSU’s proposed allocation
increase places us fifth from the
bottom, and only 0.1 percent from
being tied for the lowest percentage
increase. If the state legislature
funded GVSU at the minimum
per-student level it agreed is fair, we

State board, gets pinned by former Nominations and Elections Annie Chapman from Grand Valley
State University during the annual Michigan Nursing Student Convention in Frankenmuth, Mich.

Governor’s budget puts GV near bottom
Funding Increase Recommendations

By Dr. Gregg Dimkoff

GVL / Megan Keller

Award winning: Christina Schwarz, newly elected to the Michigan Nursing Student Association

•6.2 percent LSSU ($13.8 million)
•5.8 percent U of M-Dearborn
($26.8 million)
•5.6 percent U of M-Flint($22.6
million)

Gov. Jennifer Granholm has announced
Michigan’s 15 universities will receive
an increase in funding for next year, but
Grand Valley State University is toward the
bottom of her list.
On Feb. 7, Granholm presented her
budget for the next fiscal year to the
an appropriations committee of house
representatives and senators. According to

•4.4 percent MTU ($51.2 million)
•3.5 percent SVSU ($29.4 million)
•3.2 percent U of M-Ann Arbor
($333.6 million), WSU ($226 million),
FSU ($51.3 million)
•3 percent

0U ($53.5 million)

•2.7 percent MSU ($298 million)
•2.4 percent GVSU ($64.9 million)
•2.3 percent WMU ($114.7 million),
CMU ($83.8 million), EMU ($79.6
million), NMU ($47.2 million)

See Battling, A2

GVl Courtesy Photo I www michigan.gov

her budget. Michigan universities will see
an average increase of 3 percent in funding
for the 2(X)8-()9 fiscal year. The percentages
range from 2.3 to 6.2 percent.
GVSU is currently pegged to receive an
increase of 2.4 percent, or $64.9 million.
The institution to be awarded the most
additional funding, according to the current
proposal, is the University of Michigan
in Ann Arbor, which would receive an
additional $333.6 million. The university
awarded the highest percentage increase
was Lake Superior State University at more
than 6 percent. One of the major factors in
the case of LSSU was the high number of
low-income students, said State Budget
(Office spokeswoman Leslie Fritz.
“'The goal of the funding formula is to
put the emphasis on parts of a university's
mission that are critical to helping move
our state forward — we need to ensure that
every student, regardless of income, has
access to higher education,” Fritz said.
An increase in students who receive
Pell Grants is part of the funding equation,
but overall enrollment is not taken into
account, she added.
GVSU administrators are discouraged
that, once again, university enrollment
numbers arc not part of the government's
funding equation.
“I’m pleased that the governor has

Governor Jennifer M. Granholm
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proposed a formula,” said Vice President
of University Relations Matt McLogan.
This is the first time Granholm has
proposed a budget formula for the state and
since the budget begins with her, it makes
the most sense, McLogan said.
“However, I’m disappointed that
(Granholm) is choosing not to count
students,” he added.
The governor’s proposed formula
measures three factors to determine
educational funding: Degree completion
rates, the number of students receiving
Pell Grants and the amount of money an
institution spends on research. Degree
completion accounts for 50 percent of the
formula, low-income students (Pell Grant
recipients) account for 35 percent and 15
percent is based on an institution’s research
dollars.
GVSU has a strong completion
rate when compared to other Michigan
universities, so in that area, GVSU scored
very well, Mclxigan said.
Fritz said only Western Michigan and
Central Michigan universities awarded
more degrees than GVSU last year. In terms
of its percentage of Pell Grant students and
federal research dollars, GVSU ranked
third and fifth lowest respectively, Fritz
added.
See Governor, A2
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Dead
continued from page A1

hands-on
activities,
registration is required, but
there is no cost to students or
faculty.
Several spots are still
available for the workshop.

Students or faculty members
who have an interest in the
event should contact Dr. Judith
Corr in the Anthropology
Department
or
William
Crawley of the School of
Criminal Justice.
Corr, assistant professor
of anthropology, is one of
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the professors responsible for
bringing How the Dead Speak
toGVSU.
"It gives an opportunity
that we don’t have at Grand
Valley to our students and to
the larger community,” Corr
said. "It’s exposing people to
what the reality of death often
is.”
Crawley,
a
criminal
justice professor, is also
responsible for making this
event available to GVSU
students and to the broader
community.
This kind of event is the
perfect example of different
disciplines working together
and several local police
departments are sending
people to attend the event,
Crawley said.
"I think it’s an excellent
opportunity for students
to
experience
where
disciplines come together to
complement one another,”
Crawley said. "This kind of
workshop captures the nexus
point, it all ends up coming
together here.”
klynchrnorin@lanthorn.com
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wants to focus on is making sure
students know how to get elected.
“Most people think you have
to do something really big to get
elected, and you don’t at all,” she
said. "All that’s really required is
you express an interest, tell them a
little about yourself and show some
dedication.”
Schwarz is most looking
forward to being involved in the
decision making at MNSA and is
thrilled to be given the opportunity
to inspire change in the world of
nursing, she said.
Each year at the convention
a number of position statements
are presented, said GVSU SNA

Battling
continued from page A1

would have at least $20 million
more per year to spend.
Yet the beat goes on with
per-student funding at GVSU the
lowest of any Michigan public
university. What's going on? How
does this happen year after year?
Will it never end?
One thing hurting GVSU is
we are the victims of our own
success — we make do with what

We Still have availability

Calm. Quiet. Peaceful.

Some units include

all utilities

Starting at $250 per person
Walk out townhouses with patio
Washers & Dryers in every unit
Less than 2 miles from campus

DSL available in ALL units!

Call: 16161 895-4001

Visit us on the web @ GVTownhouses.com

jump

this capacity,” she said. "It reflects
the confidence of the organization
(MNSA) in their leadership and
organizational abilities. It also
reflects well on the Kirkhof College
of Nursing — our faculty, student
body and educational experience
— which have contributed to
the professional development of
both of these individuals and their
motivation to serve the profession
in this way.”
McCurren said having GVSU
students on the board also enhances
networking and opportunities for
learning the diverse perspectives
other students are gleaning from
their educational and clinical
experiences.

we have. We make do because we
receive the least state support per
student, and we receive the least
per-student state support because
we make do.
That's a hard cycle to break,
especially when legislators
look at our campus and see the
most modem, beautiful campus
buildings in the state, one of the
best landscaped campuses in the
country (GVSU was selected as
the best landscaped campus in the
entire nation earlier this decade)
and more than 13,000 student
applications for the fall 2007
semester.
We are also fighting a
state legislature dominated by
Democrats. There’s nothing wrong
with Democrats of course, but here
in West Michigan, Republican
legislators dominate. As a
consequence, in legislative battles
over funding, it becomes much
more difficult for our Republican
politicians to sway funding to the
west side of the state.
Also, because of GVSU’s
relatively young age and lack of
a law program, the university is
not well-represented by alumni
serving as state legislators who
would be sympathetic toward
funding equality for the university.
Instead, the big universities such
as Michigan State University,
the University of Michigan and
Wayne State University have more
than a fair share of “friends” in the
state legislature — their alumni
who serve as state legislators or

exert heavy influence. The big
universities usually get their fair
share, leaving what’s left for the
others.
The price we pay for the
state’s under-allocation is not low
faculty salaries — competition to
hire faculty makes it necessary to
pay competitive starting salaries.
It is highly unlikely faculty or
staff salaries would increase much
even if GVSU were to receive a
billion dollars. Rather, the burden
is a severe shortage of support
staff and funding at all levels
including both faculty and student
programs. It is also reflected in
the severe shortage of classroom
space. Our classrooms operate
at a higher occupancy rate than
any of the other state universities.
And of course, higher and higher
tuition.
If the 2008 budget plays out
like it has in most years, GVSU’s
proposed 2.4 percent increase
will be increased by the time
the final budget is adopted this
summer. Let us hope for the best,
but prepare for the worst. During
my first year at GVSU — 1975
— the state provided 71 percent
of the university’s budget. Today
the state provides less than 30
percent.
It could be worse. With the
state’s sick economy, maybe
we should be happy with any
increase. After all, that is better
than no increase and a dam sight
better than another cut.

Governor.
continued from page A1

ne of a long battle, said Jim The
governor’s proposal is round one of
a long battle, said Jim Bachmeier,
GVSU’s vice president of Finance
and Administration.
GVSU has had proposed
funding increases and decreases
before, and overall GVSU has seen
an increase in funding the past few
years. However, the appropriate
adjustments still need to be
made so enrollment is taken into
consideration. Bachmeier said.
“There’s more than one way to
do it, but ignoring enrollment is not

on the opportunity to see the
world from a unique perspective
If you’re cunous and adventurous
then pack yolir bags and say
goodbye to the status quo
Study abroad to earn college credit,
experience a different culture, learn
a foreign language, discover who
you are and much more.

President Megan Keller. Last year,
MNSA students dratted a proposal
dealing with extended insurance
policies for organ rccipienLs that
would give recipients lifetime
coverage of the drugs they need.
The students took the proposal
to the national level and it is
currently on the flcxir of the House
of Representatives in Washington,
DC.
"I think it’s really cool that you
can become politically involved
and active as a nursing student,”
Schwarz said. "I’m excited to be a
part of the process.”
Cynthia McCurren, dean of
nursing, said she is proud of both
Schwarz and Ovlasuk.
"It is a great honor for Jesse and
Christina to be elected to serve in

\)SAb

darndt@Uinthorn.com

i

rational/” j>e said......................
To,combat the,'low levels of
federal funding, GVSU has been
containing iLs enrollment numbers
since about 20(X), Bachmeier said.
The university has constrained its
growth from 4 to 6 percent to about
l percent so that it does not outgrow
its funding.
"We will be measured about
how many additional students
we admit (for next school year),”
McLogan said.
A finalized version of the budget
is scheduled to be announced July I
that will take effect as of Oct. I.
news@lanthom.com
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Corrections!
At the Lanthorn, we strive to bring you the most accurate news
possible If we make a mistake, we want to make it right. If you find any
errors of fact in the Lanthorn, let us know by calling (616) 331-2464 or by
e-mailing editorial^lanthorn.com.
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Michelle Hamilton, News Editor
news@lanthorn.com

“1GVL DIGEST
News in Brief

Walk to raise money for
families in Holland Saturday
A fundraiser walk to provide
utility assistance to families in
Ottawa County will take place in
downtown Holland on Saturday
morning.
The
event,
which
is
sponsored^ the Ottawa County
Community Action Agency,
helped about 160 families in
need of utility assistance in
2007. The fundraising goal for
the 2008 Walk for Warmth is
$50,000.
Registration for the three
mile walk through downtown
Holland will begin at 8:30 a.m.
outside the Holland Civic Center,
150 W. 8th St
Three hundred participants
are expected to attend the walk,
which kicks off at 9:30 a.m.
Refreshments will be offered
to walkers along their trek
downtown, and raffle prizes
donated by Reliable Ski Haus
will be distributed at the walk’s
conclusion.
Speaking before the walkers
take off will be Rep. Bill
Huizenga-R, Congressman Peter
Hoekstra-R and Senator Wayne
Kuipers-R.
To find out how to sponsor
this event, visit http://www.
miottawa.org/caa.
Tkxpayers can now choose to
fund Michigan memorial
A bill passed Tuesday by the
House Commerce Committee
will allow taxpayers to put a
portion ofthetfincdfrie tax refund
in the 2008 tax year toward a
memorial fund for fallen law
enforcement officers.
House Bill 5476 will allow
money to be credited toward the
construction and maintenance of
the Michigan Law Enforcement
Officers Memorial Monument
in Lansing, which currently has
no ongoing funding source.
“Fallen
officers
across
Oakland County and the state
of Michigan deserve this
recognition,” said Chairman
Andy Meisner, D-Oakland
County, in a press release. “An
income tax check-off option
such as this will help us show
our gratitude for the sacrifice of
fallen officers.”
Muslim documentary to be
shown on Allendale Campus
The
Muslim
Student
Association will be showing a
documentary film about the role
of American Muslims and their
integration and contribution to
society.
The
film,
“Muslim
Boarders,” will be shown at
6 p.m. in the Cook-DeWitt
Center on Grand Valley State
University’s Allendale Campus.
Refreshments will be offered
and a discussion will follow the
film.
This event is co-sponsored
by the Office of Multicultural
Affairs. For more information,
e-mail the MSA at gvsumsa®
gmail.com.
Women’s Center prepares for
upcoming issue of Journal
The
GVSU
Women’s
Center is taking submissions
for its seventh edition of In Our
Own Words: A Journal About
Women. Students, faculty, staff
and community members are all
invited to submit their creative
writing submissions.
Essays, poetry and short
fiction are all accepted. The
center requests that submissions
include a brief author’s note at
the end of each piece.
Submissions are limited to
4,000 words and two pieces
per person. All submissions are
being accepted electronically
via e-mail to womenctrC^gvsu.
edu. The word “journal” should
appear in the e-mail’s subject
line.
For
more
information,
contact the Women’s Center at
(616) 331-2748.
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Harsh winter weather causes campus woes
close their windows — this time
the original construction of the
building was at fault, Thimmesch
Insulation is being added to said.
Tokeep the pipes from freezing
some of the water pipes in oncampus housing at Grand Valley again, facilities staff is planning
State University after some to put additional insulation on the
residents had problems with water pipes in apartments that are
having plumbing problems. This
fltxxling on Sunday.
“We’re
certainly
finding will happen in the next couple of
some problems that we haven’t weeks, but a time has not been
encountered in the past,” said set yet, Thimmesch said.
“It will take a little bit of work,
Tim Thimmesch, assistant vice
president of GVSU Facilities but it’s very doable,” he added.
Services. “The wind we’ve had “We all have our fingers crossed
that the worst
coupled
with
(of the winter)
theextremecold
“The wind we've
is over.”
temperatures
A
few
have penetrated
had coupled with
weeks prior to
some of the
the extreme cold
the flooding,
(water) pipes.”
temperatures have
some of the
Facilities
penetrated some of
residents in the
has responded
upstairs units
to some phone
the (water) pipes.”
of 30G did
calls
from
not have hot
Laker Village
TIM THIMMESCH
water because
residents who
ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT OF
the
water
FACILITIES SERVICES
had
trouble
pipes
in
their
with their water
apartments
pipes during the
past few weeks, Thimmesch said. had frozen, said Laker Village
Assistant
Lauren
On Sunday, the pipes burst in one Resident
of the single-efficiency units on Diviney.
“We thought it was fine
the south end of Laker Village
and caused some minor flooding (again) and then all of the sudden
in a few of the other apartments, this happened,” said Diviney, of
Harrison Township.
he said.
Diviney lives down the hall
This is not the first time water
pipes have burst in campus from the apartment where the
apartments, but previous instances flooding started on Sunday
of frozen pipes on campus were evening. The water began leaking
caused by students forgetting to into one resident’s bathroom and
By Michelle Hamilton

Ottawa County prosecutor
wins award for fighting crime
A state-wide crime prevention
organization. Fight Crime: Invest
in Kids Michigan, awarded
Ottawa County
Prosecutor
Ronald Frantz with a “Crime
Fighter Award” at an awards
banquet on Friday.
Frantz received the award for
his active role in fighting child
abuse and neglect in Michigan.

Grand Valley Lanthorn
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GVL News Editor

GV announces
philanthropy
publication

then seeped into the hallway.
Three of the lower-level units of
30G were affected, but there was
no major damage, Diviney said.
“I was just really impressed
with how quickly things got fixed
— especially given the fact that it
was a Sunday night,” she added.
Apartments on the north
end of Laker Village have had
problems with snow drifting
under resident’s front doors and
the wind has been blowing out
pilot lights, but there have been
no problems with pipes freezing,
said Resident Assistant Katie
Aasland.
Students who have weatherrelated problems with their
plumbing or the sweeps on
their doors should call facilities
for a work-order. They will not
be charged for anything that is
routine maintenance such as
putting a new sweep on a door,
Thimmesch said.
Excessive wind and snow
has been affecting The Rapid’s
services as well, said GVSU
Operations
Manager
Erin
Babson.
The biggest issue GVSU’s
transportation has been dealing
with is how to keep the buses
on time while still keeping the
students safe, Babson said. The
Rapid buses have been struggling
more this winter than in previous
years because of the recent heavy
snowfalls, she added.
Babson said she is aware
the buses have been running

later than usual, but there have
not been very many negative
responses from riders because
most people understand why
the buses are running later than
usual.
“I don’t think anybody thinks

the buses are running late for no
reason,” she added.
news @ lanthorn.com
See more: Visit www
lanthorn.com for a
slideshow

GVl / Bri Goodyear

Winter weather: Allison Welker braves the snow as she walks to her next class.

•Grand Rapids' average snowfall through Feb. 11: 54.2 inches

By Brian Beaupied
GVL Senior Reporter

The Dorothy A. Johnson
Center for Philanthropy and
Nonprofit Leadership will be
sponsoring a new peer-review
based journal on philanthropy
set to be published in December
2008.
The Foundation Review
will be an asset for foundations
dedicated to philanthropic work,
said Johnson Center Executive
Director Kathy Agard.
“Our primary audience is
foundation programmers and
officers,” Agard said. “We’re
trying to make these lessons
available broadly to the
community.”
The journal will feature
a series of articles written
by experts in the field of
philanthropy and excerpts from
evaluation reports.
The publication will provide
valuable analysis to groups
performing nonprofit work.
“It’s very exciting, it’s the
first journal that really focuses
on what organizations are
learning for nonprofit work,”
said Distinguished Professor
of Philanthropic Studies Joel
Orosz. “It’s all about helping
people in the trenches doing all
the hard work — the reviews
from past evaluations would go
into files and never get shared,
now we will be able to provide
lessons to nonprofits all over the
world.”
Orosz said the publication
will put Grand Valley State
University at the forefront of
philanthropic research.
“Having a journal an entire
field looks to as the number one
is something great universities
have and it’s great to have this
being published at GVSU,” he
said.
The Johnson Center received
a grant for $35,000 for planning
the journal, in addition to the
assignment of Editor-in-Chief
Teri Behrens.
Behrens, who has spent the
past six years as the director
of evaluation for W.K. Kellogg
Foundation out of Battle
Creek, said the purpose of the
publication is to provide a tool
for not-for-profit leaders in the
community.
“The idea is to be able to
provide peer review for any
leader who cares,” Behrens
said. “We are addressing social
problems and learning what
is working and what is not

•Grand Rapids' total snowfall this winter so far: 84.6 inches

Behrens

working.”
Behrens said working on
the publication allows her to
incorporate her love for writing
into a field she is truly passionate
about.
“I’ve done writing before for
a peer-review journal.” Behrens
said. “Its great to get back to a
first love of mine from when I
was an undergrad psychology
major.”
In a call for papers from
practitioners in the field,
Behrens stressed compiling
information in a location
available for easy access for
those seeking to improve their
respective foundations.
“Anyone who works in
philanthropy can point to stacks
of technical reports about the
field of philanthropy, and about
the results accomplished by
philanthropy — often published
by foundations themselves,”
Behrens
said.
“However,
there is no central place in
which to publish these reports,
making retrieval and use of the
information challenging at best,
and typically there has been no
external review.”
Each edition of the quarterly
review will feature a new topic
in the field of philanthropy, with
the inaugural edition dedicated
to the economic development
initiatives, Agard said.
The publication should only
contribute to GVSU and many
of its student organizations that
currently contribute to local
philanthropies, she said.
Behrens
hopes
The
Foundation
Review
will
establish
GVSU
amongst
other institutions with similar
publications, she said.
“Articles
emphasize
a
comprehensive
community
change
more
effectively,”
Behrens said. “The Foundation
Review will seek to fill this
niche.”
hheaupied@ lanthorn.com

•Grand Rapids has already surpassed the 72.9 inches average snowfall for
an entire winter. Forecasters think it is possible for us to reach 100" this
winter, which last occurred in winter of 2001-2002. January's high amount
of precipitation caused the water level in Lake Michigan to increase by
3 inches, which is actually good news since the lake went down about a
foot in 2007.

Pizza gets new look for Valentine’s Day
Papa John s makes
special order heartshaped pizzas for
hungry sweethearts
in Allendale
By Catherine Dugan
GVL Staff Writer

Today, Papa John’s will
be selling an extra cheesy
Valentine’s Day promotion to
its customers — heart-shaped
pizzas.
The heart-shaped pizzas have
been served in select franchiseowned Papa John’s throughout
the country in previous years,
but this is the first year they
will be sold at corporateowned restaurants worldwide
— including the Allendale store
on the campus of Grand Valley
State University.
Any of the regularly offered
toppings can be put on the pizza
and included with every heart
pizza order will be a valentine
and a carnation attached to the
box.
“We do anticipate it will be a
successful Thursday night,” said
Tish Muldoon, spokesperson and
director of community and public
relations for Papa John’s.
This year, Valentine’s falls
on a night that is not a typical
date night for people, but this
should not stop people from
buying pizza. Muldoon said.
While Friday is typically the
busiest night for the company
in terms of sales. Muldoon said
Valentine’s Day will bring in a
lot of business.

“It’s been very successful,”
she said. “Our other franchisees
have talked it up and that’s why
we’re offering it up.”
The Papa John’s chain is the
third largest pizza company in
the world and is ranked first in
customer satisfaction among
all other national pizza chains,
according to the American
Customer Satisfaction Index.
As of Tuesday, the Papa John’s
in Allendale received phone
calls from customers interested
in learning more about the heart
pizzas, said Connie Carr, the
location’s general manager.
“Especially being our first
year, everyone is wanting to try
it.” she added.
However, there are only a
limited number of the pizzas
available at the Allendale
location, Carr said.
While the Allendale location

offers the heart pizzas strictly
on Valentine’s Day, Papa John’s
in Jenison will continue to sell
them until Feb. 25, or while
supplies last.
Jenison started offering the
pizzas on Monday, but as of
Tuesday afternoon, no heart
pizzas had been ordered yet,
said Manager Nicollette Anastor.
However, the location started to
advertise by handing out fliers
to people and businesses in the
area, she said.
The pizza special has been
successful for the Jenison
location in past years and there
is a reason for it, Anastor added.
“We’re not just a plain pizza
place,” she said. “We’re doing
different things.”
For more information, or to
locate a Papa John’s, visit http://
www.papajohns.com.
cduffan @ lanthorn .com

GVL

Pizza kwe: Papa John's is making heart-shaped pizza for Valentine's Day
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

Pride for the prom
Out ‘n’ About should be commended for
hosting their first Pride Prom as Grand
Valley State University pushes diversity on
its campuses.
For many high school students, prom was the last big hurrah
before everyone departed at graduation. For many in the
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender community, however,
the night was anything but. Few could attend with their
boyfriends or girlfriends, or felt comfortable attending at all.
Now with Out ‘n’ About’s Pride Prom on Saturday, those
students will have a second chance. We can only hope
the dance will have a high turnout, not only by the LGBT
community but by everyone. This is a chance for every student
at GVSU to show support and diversity. Whether or not
your personally agree with their lifestyles, no one should be
discriminated against.
A celebration such as this can only be truly successful if
everyone attends and embraces diversity. This is not just for
the LGBT community. It is a chance for all of us to encourage
and promote diversity.
Kudos to Out ‘n’ About for organizing this event, and to
the university for encouraging such diversity in an area of the
country that is often less than accepting. We can change that
attitude, one meeting, one rally, one Pride Prom at a time.
If you and your sweetheart — no matter who he or she is
— are looking for something special to celebrate Valentine’s
Day this year, wait until Saturday and go to the Pride Prom. It
is a chance to relive one the best nights of high school all over
again, this time in a much more diverse, comfortable setting.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
Grand Valley State University
has done a fantastic job providing
great services to students. F*roviding
free legal counsel would be a great
addition to the myriad other services
they already provide (such as free
counseling to students). While some
might express concern with the idea
that it provides services to students
who"fWfcak the law (such as drinking
underage), to say that it encourages
breaking the law is outrageous. The
fact is, if a student is guilty, a student
is guilty. No amount of free legal
counsel can change that. But, for
those students that are innocent, this
service is great.
The issue of being accused of a
crime I didn’t commit is something
very personal to me. Two years ago,
I received a letter from my local

court saying that I received an MIP
in my hometown (while I was still at
school!). After going to court twice
and being scared out of my pants.
I found out that someone used my
name to get an MIP. (Saying you
don’t have your ID is easier than
some make it out to be!) Free legal
services would have been great then.
GVSU already provides tons of
other important services for students.
And, for many students, this can be a
necessary one. We’re an educational
institution; free legal service only
serves to educate students on their
rights. What better service is there for
a university to provide?
Sincerely,
A previously wronged student
Patrick Patterson

College Fact # 12
Nobody wants to see you
dress up for Valentines Day.

GVL i John Pfeiffer

YOUR INSIGHTS

What are your best and worst Valentine's
Day memories?

Best: "Making a very
nice breakfast with
sausage, eggs, bagels
and a cup of coffee,
and just sitting around
watching a movie and
doing whatever she
wants."
Worst: "The worst
Valentine's is any day
you don't get to tell
someone you love
them."

Best: "This year will be
the first year that I'll get
to see my boyfriend for
Valentine's Day"
Worst: "I guess I haven't
really had a bad one."

Editorial Page Board
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Alicia Wireman
Michelle Hamilton
Laura Eckert
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“There’s a saying that music is
God’s voice. If it is, he’s got a
beautiful voice.”

Best: "We got gifts for
each other and we went
out to eat at Red Robin."
Worst: "When I didn't
think my girlfriend
was going to get me
anything because we
were only going out a
week and so I didn't do
anything, but she did. I
got her something the
next day."
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The Grammy awards were rigged
GVL Columnist

The student-run newspaper of Grand Valley State University

Best: "The best
Valentine's I can recall
was one where my
girlfriend and I doubledated with a close
friend of mine and his
girlfriend and we went
dancing as a group.”
Worst: "I think there
was one Valentine's
when I only got one
card in my mailbox (in
elementary)."

Greg Bell

By Gary Nye

@vanb #allep %antt)ovn

Best: "(My boyfriend)
got me a rose plant and
we went out to dinner."
Worst: "This guy that
liked me — but I didn't
like him — got me
roses and put them in
my locker. It was just
awkward"

Maybe I hate America. Our
country, however, the land in
which we are to be free, the
land in which we are allowed
to vote for any and everything
(from presidential candidates
to all-stars in the NBA), rigs
everything.
The Grammy Awards
were once a thread, a stitch in
truth and honesty in the music
industry, a real representation
to all that was good and holy.
Those days, however, are over.
For starters: R. Kelly wasn’t
even nominated. Chalk that up
as crime No. 1. “I’m a Flirt’’
should have been song of the
year. I’m sure the industry
was upset with my man Kelly
for urinating on some young
folks a few years back, but I’m
remembering at some point in
time this year Amy Winehouse
pulled cocaine out of her

beehive hairdo and nobody
seemed to give a damn.
Allow me to momentarily
recap a few Grammy Award
winners in order to refresh
your memory regarding the
injustices of the music biz.
Jazz artist, celebrated
for 50 some years, Herbie
Hancock wins album of the
year. Perhaps the only nod
to something respectable
(although one can safely
say that previous Hancock
albums blow the most recent
out of the water, which brings
into question a lot of other
important issues I simply don’t
have the time to get into).
Following that, Amy
Winehouse, corresponding
from a rehabilitation clinic
(for what the industry regards
as respectable since she’s
attempting to overcome
problems that have devastated
her career when her problems
essentially made her album)

won four
awards,
including
best new
artist
(where
new refers
to “new
on the
radio but
has been
struggling to make a career in
music for the past seven to 10
years”).
Meanwhile. Mr. West,
your boy Kanye, took home
four awards, which is perhaps
respectable mainly since
he sampled Daft F\ink (but
honestly Daft Punk makes
me anxious so I could never
stomach the Kanye single).
West taking home four
Grammy Awards must say
something about the state of
the music industry considering
his previous albums were a
whole lot “Stronger.”

Meanwhile, Vince Gill won
the award for best country
album. And as a friend of mine
so eloquently put it during
breakfast. “It’s kind of hard to
lose when you put out a fourdisc album with more than 40
songs, at least some of them
have to be good.” I couldn’t
have said it better myself.
I won’t sit here and tell
you what to listen to, but 1 will
encourage you to completely
disregard the Grammy Awards
since the show was completely
rigged in order to save a music
industry that is failing thanks
to digital downloading and
pirating (because nobody
wants to pay for a whole craptastic album for the decent
[at best] single). Get on the
Internet, find something new
and different (and imaginably
better) than the majority of the
Award winners.
gnye@Uinthorn.com

My seat belt ticket says something

Or. John Hair
Trombonist, composer and band leader

By John Sheick
GVL Columnist

GVL OPINION POLICY The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Valley
Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expression for
reader opinions: letters to the editor,
guest columns and phone responses.
Letters must include the author’s
name and be accompanied by current
picture identification if dropped off
in person. Letters will be checked
by an employee of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits
each issue. The limit for letter length

is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns for
length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or email typographic errors.
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons.
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff.

Recently I was pulled over
for failing to wear my seat
belt while operating a motor
vehicle. I was at Michigan
State University, on campus
and in a parking lot. I was
not leaving said parking lot,
I was simply moving my
Jeep from one parking spot to
another I know the laws, and
I do my best to follow them,
but sometimes I find myself
asking, “What’s the point?’
Dealing with this particular
Eiast Lansing Police Officer
I found the answer to my
question — money. When the
cop hit the lights and whaler
on me I had already reached
my destination, which was
only 30 yards away from my
starting point. I proceeded to
involve myself with a pretty

extensive conversation with
the officer and when I asked
why he stopped me, he replied,
“This law isn’t just in place
for safety, it’s also to make
money.’’
As I’m sure it does you
as you’re reading this, that
statement pissed me off. We
are being told what to do and
what not to do on a regular
basis in this country, and it’s
starting to get out of control. I
mean seriously, a law forcing
us to wear our seat belts? My
seat belt wearing, or lack there
of. does not affect my driving,
it doesn’t affect any one or
anything but myself and my
safety. What’s next — a law
telling us that we must tie our
shoe laces? If the government
wants to claim they are so
worried about our safety, they
better keep a closer eye on all
those trip and fall accidents
happening every day in this

country.
Please
try not to
misunder
stand. I
wear my
seat belt
every
where
— when
Sheick
I’m going
to be leaving parking lots
— and I’m all for safety. I just
have a big problem with being
made to do things that have no
affect on anyone but myself.
If they want to watch out for
our safety I think they can do
a little better than “click it or
ticket.”
I propose a law requiring
the use of protection during sex
unless the two participating are
a married couple At least with
my law people would actually
be protected from the mistakes
of others, because whether a

J

man chooses to use a condom
or not does have an effect on
someone other than himself.
Ixt’s look for a moment
at some of the things our
government does allow us
to have a choice about and
how bad some of them are. In
the year 2000 motor vehicle
crashes accounted for 26,347
deaths in the U.S., according to
the Bureau of Motor Vehicles.
Meanwhile alcohol killed
85,000 people and tobacco
killed 435,000, both of which
we do have a choice whether
or not we use. Now, doesn’t
it seem that if the federal
and state governments cared
about our well being that
they would outlaw these two
death juggernauts before they
outlawed our right to choose
seat belt or no seat belt?
Personally I think that if
they did — they would.
jsheick@Umthom.com

Karin Armbruster. Laker L
com

In eighth grade
ny mom woke mr*
b for school ann

By Susie Skowronek
(i VI. Staff Writer

Valentine's IXiy is u holiday that
celebrates the beauty of love and
romance. But what many people
do not realize is its history stems
from Christian and Roman religious
traditions that have influenced nuxlem
culture.

ST. VALENTINE
The Catholic Church recognizes
not one. but three legends of Saint
Valentine, all of which Catholics recall

on Feb. 14.
Oik*

story

claims

the

Roman

emperor Claudius II outlawed man iage
in tlie third century, hoping this practice

would improve Ins soldiers, according
to http: www.htstory.com. But St.
Valentine went behind tlie emperor's
back and conducted marriages against
the decree. Therefore, Claudius had
Valentine executed, according to the
Web site.
The second legend tells about an
imprisoned Christian St. Valentine who
loved tlie jailer's daughter and wrote
the first Valentine note to her while
cm)ing out his sentence.

But the thjrd story claims si
Valentine helped Christians escape
imprisonment ;md toilniv. so tile
Ixiliday possibly commemorates the
anniversary of his death on about 270
A.D.. according to the Web site.
While some |Vople believe lie was
beheaded, others contend he became
sick in prison and died. Nonetheless.

the remains of St. Vulentine can still
he viewed ever) Valentine’s l>ay at the
Whilcfriar Street Church in Dublin.
Ireland,

Roman itoliday. Lupeivaliu - a pagan
festival of fertility,
according to http;//
www.history.catn.
Boys would dip
■ oil hide in the
sacrificial Dl«hxI of
a dog and a vo.it.
at kI then whip
women with the
hides w hile running
through the streets
during the Roman
lurliday. I .upervalia
sy m bo I i /ed
purification ami the beginning of

Cupid cixnes from Hellenistic ail and
literatuiv where the Romans portrayed
Cupid as Venus' child ;uid a chubby
baby, she added.

CONSUMERISM
Becauseofthe rcl ig ii HJsand historical
aspects of the holklay. Valentine’s Da)
has also inspired a traditional influx

as many as 5OOJ0UO sent per hour,"
according to the Web site.
But for those who like to stick
with more traditional Valentine's Day
presents, flowers ;uv always available.
Feb. l4isthcNn. I day of the year to
purchase flowers, and tlie most popular
bouquet is a-dozen red roses.
"We get more sales esivcially
with advcilising on radio stations and

Ryan Lennon,

“WheiT^^s a senior
in high school, a girl
I really liked gave me
a little stuffed leopard
with chocolates. On
the chocolate box it
^id ‘You’re Purrrf^blt was so special
bp^Lse Valentine's

spring.

Q|insiK^MMftkintl(

Another Roman tradition includes
Cupid, a symbol oi love during
Valentine’s Day.
Cupid comes from a mix of ancient
Roman and (ineek tradition, said
Classics Department professor Barbara
F'laschenriem. He might have become
associated with Valentine’s Day
because of the holiday’s relation to the
beginning of spring, site added.
"Cupid comes from ‘eupido,’
which is Uitin for passionate desire.”
F'laschenriem said. "Cupid is tlie
personification of love and desire."
Tlie Valentine's Day version of

Rob Russell,

sskownmekUB lanihom.com

“Instead of buying

Sweethearts celebrate
Valentine’s Day around the
world in different ways
America may have the market
cornered on Hallmark cards and
heart-shaped chocolates, but many
nations have.come to recognize the
feast of St. Valentino as a day for
lovers
"My first inclination is to say
that in France, every day is a feast
of love," saki Dan Golembeski.
GVSU associate professor of the
French language. "France is a l^atin
country7 and the expression of love
is often very public every day of the
year, not just on Valentine’s Day.”
Chough the lioliday originated
as
a
Catholic
feast
day,
commercialization of the day
worldwide has shifted its focus
to more material expressions of
love. Singing cards, red roses
and diamonds are now common
purchases in the U.S. and abroad.
"In the '(X)s when Poland
opened more to America and
Western
. Europe,
American
businesses brought new' traditions
ami commercialized the feast day
of St. Valentine w ith cards and
gifts like candy,” said Ewa Lewalc.
GVSU adjunct professor of the
Polish language. “It was a quiet
time in Poland just after New Year’s
and before Easter, so American
businesses introduced Valentine’s
Day to keep the market going."
Though
older
generations
continue the traditional practice
of only recognizing those named
Valentine on Feb. 14. younger
couples in Europe have begun to
follow the American example.
Couples now exchange small gifts
and celebrate outside the home.
"In a country where single people
lend to go out in groups of friends
rather than on dates, it might be
the occasion to go out on a one-on
one dinner with a special person,"
Golembeski saki. “Restaurants
advertise sjxreial Valentine's Day
dinner menus and being France,
champagne is a popular drink to
share with one's heart's desire. A
French specialty is billets dixix or
loVe letters."
Despite the holiday's growth
ami
increased
merchandising
abroad. Valentine's Day is still more
commercial in the U.S.
Children may make cards for
their family, but mass produced,
themed Valentine’s Day cards ami
assorted candies are not generally
seen in Europe or Asia.

"St. Valentine is celebrated in
Italy but it is not as commercial as
here." said Gisella l.icari. GVSU
affiliate professor of the Italian
language. "Usually we give a little
gift such as chocolate, known as Baci
Porugina (Italian kisses), or flowers.
It is not common to exchange cards,
especially in school.’*
In Poland, husbands buy
small gifts, flowers and boxes of
chocolates for their wives, but
it is not customary' for wives to
reciprocate the gesture.
Friends exchange cards with
wishes of prosperity and parents
give their children girts.
“The
younger
generation
celebrates Valentine’s Day similar
to the American tradition," Lewak
said. "People send loved ones
flowers and kids make their own
cards called latirki. which they give
to parents and grandparents.”
the traditional Chinese holiday
is celebrated not on F'eb. 14. but
on the seventh day of the seventh
tridfllf of the lunar calendar.
(m this day the stars Vega (the
Weaving Maid) and Altair (the
Herds Boy) appear together in the
sky. legend tells that Vega anil
Altair were in love, but separated
by their families. When they died,
they became stars in, the lieavens
and only appearing together once a
VC.II
Curtis Smith, CiVSlJ associate
professor of the department of
modem literatures and languages,
said individual love was not
encouraged because of the custom
of arranged marriages, but the

k'gcrul w .is ,i romantic outlet

As Westernization began to
influence Chinese society, young
people began to emphasize romantic
love and this day gained popularity
among couples, he added;
“In Taiwan, as in China.
Valentine’s Day has been adopted
by the youngei generations, due
mostly to globalized media rnul
commercialization." Smith said.
“The usual custom is to give tulips,
chocolate and go out for dinner"
Despite
increased
commercialization of Valentine's
Day throughout Europe and Asia,
no country celebrates Feb. 14 in
the same way as the U.S. However,
the feast of St. Valentine continues
to be recognized by sweethearts
worldwide./
'
ju'luilenfoianthorn.coin
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Last minute gift
ideas to love up
your UiH Dc

For some people. this lovey-dovey
holiday of Valentine's Day suddenly
appears out of now here, causing panic
after a realization of a forgotten gift,
but never fear. Gifts do not have to be
elaborateorexpensive to lx* meaningful
and memorable.
Here arc a few last-minute gift ideas
to prevent your significant other from
seeing red this Valentine's Day.
Personalize a Cl)
This gift is relatively quick and easy.
Choose a list of cute songs that :uv
perfect for the holiday and bum a CD
made especially for him or her. Add
more songs within their favorite genre,
or just add random fun am! sweet songs
that describe your feelings and you
will have given a gift they can listen to
whenever tlieir heart desires.
IX) y<xi ami your sweetie have a
special song? Add that to tlx* beginning
of tlx* playlist and watch tliem smile as
they listen
Cannot think of any songs? Try
these:
“Must Have Done Something Right"
— Rclicnt K
“Here” — Rascal Platts
“Sexy I ove" — Ne-Yo
“Unchained Mekxly"
The
Righteous Brothers
"Sweetness In Starlight" — Matt
Wertz
Dinner for Two
Instead of having to deal with an
unending wait time at a local restaurant
— eat in. Preparing diiiixrr for yixir
loved one ikx*s not have to be laborkxis.
It can be easy, clieap ami something that
will give y<xi definite brownie points
tor the future. A romantic setting can be
complete with some candles aixl low
lighting'. Ami do not forget dessert!
Recipe to Try:
Angel-Hair Pasta with Steamed
Veggies
-v .
Cook one pound of pasta in boiling,
salted water tor four to six minutes, or
until in-,! lender.
Cook assorted veggies in
boding wall I until lent lei
I ham (vista ami veggies.
Combine. Season w ith salt ami
pepper if needed.
Add
optional • tomato,
marinara or alfretk) sauce of yixir
choice
- at
/ Top with parmesan cheese.

a thoughtigHlifL I

Oltmn Ifnroth,

lliis is a gift you can create if you
arc gixxl at drawing, or w ith hefp from
a computer graphics program. Make an
"lOir cou|Xin for your loved one and
have it for something you know tlx‘y
will enjoy — maybe a foot massage,
a movie night for just tlie two of you
where they can choose tlie flick or even
something as simple as a coupon for
“one thousaixl kisses." This unique gift
can be personalized especially for your
s|xvial someone.
IMmto Album
Have some favorite pictures of the
two of you from past dales, trips or
events? Run to a local store (Walgreens.
Target. Meijer), print exit a few pictures
ami find a cute photo album to place
them along with fun captions. When
giving the gift, tell your sweetheart both
of yixi will till the album with more
pictures to remember future romantic
happenings.
Web Camera
[Xies yixir significant other live
in another city wlx*re you can only
see them once in a while? Well, lor a
reasonable price of about $20. you can
ixnvhasc an easy-to-use Web camera
to install on their personal computer
and see your loved one whenever
they sign onto an instant messaging
system. Warning: lliis can also be a big
distraction when trying to study.

Dan Hetrick,

“liTWhth grade I didn't
have^a Valentine and all
pf my other friends did.
At the end of the day I
went to my logker and
when I opened it up,
a Valentine’s balloon
[popped out at me. To
[this day I don’t know
Who put it in there."

You Cannot Go Wrong With
Flowers
It is the classic Iasi minute gift, but
one she will still love. A quick'run to [Junior
the ncighhorhtxxl flower shop ami you Art Education
will he all set. Unless roses are what Cheboygan, Mich
you know she will absolutely adore, try
finding a different flower arrangenx*nt
or mixed bouquet that is more original
arid easier on tlx* wallet, yet something
she will still appreciate. And hey, sixm*
guys en joy flowers loo

hthrlift-ia liiiulufni.t'tnn

■■■■^rowers and
a diamond necklace,
t was memorable
H^use he was my
Valentine."
eshman
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By Sharon Cohen
AP National Writer

SONYA & TOM: A lively girl
a shy guy, a passion for cows.
On their first date, it was Sonya
and Tom. And Pap.
Sonya’s grandfather was a
chaperone, sitting quietly in the
back of her Jeep until they reached
the Bonanza steakhouse, where
the retired farmer chatted with
Tom. About tractors, of course.
“He just took to Tom right
away,” Sonya remembers. “They
just hit it off. He thought Tom was
a good kid.”
Tom didn’t mind Pap’s
presence. “It’s all about trust.” he
says. “Her mother didn’t want her
to go by herself and 1 understood
that.”
The two had already exchanged
photos — early on, when Tom,
sent her a full-bearded shot, Sonya
told him he looked like a mountain
man and urged him to shave.
He did, sending her a clean-cut
image: She pasted before-andafter pictures in a photo album
chronicling their courtship.
F*hotos only capture so much,
and when the two met, there were
surprises.
Sonya’s first impression: “He
was
too
short.”

new hnnne

eon*

girl. (1 thought) Are you sure you
want to date her?”
They had much in common:
close families, a love of the land
and of animals. As teens, both had
shown animals at 4-H fairs (cows
for him, cows, pigs, goats and
sheep for her.)
Though Sonya works in an
insurance office, she has 11 goats,
chickens and a heifer named
Katrina. She also helps Tom with
milking chores on the weekend.
“1 know he isn’t afraid to get
dirty,” she says. “I’m not a prissy
little girl.”
She also is no wallflower. That
appeals to Tom.
“1 was just overwhelmed by
how easy it was to talk with her,”
he says. “I have problems talking
with people. For some reason, it
really clicked with her. It’s like it
was meant to be.”
Pap died last summer. Soon
after, when the couple stopped in
to check on his place, Tom had
a surprise prepared: He told her
it was time to bring some new
happy memories to the house, then
presented Sonya with a ring, got
down on one knee and proposed.
She said yes.
CAROLYN & GEORGE:
Starting over, tending to sick
sheep.
Carolyn Keppel. still grieving
over the suicide of her husband
last spring, was looking for a
friend. She was tired of chatting
with women — she just wanted to
talk with a man.
George Brzeczek had more
serious intentions — he wanted a
partner, someone with whom he
could share his life. His wife of 35
years had died suddenly in the fall

FarmersOnly,
but
nothing
developed.
Then came Carolyn. They were
instantly compatible: They both
had spent part of their childhood
on farms (she with her grandfather
in Indiana; he with his aunt and
uncle in Ohio). Both had animals,
both loved dogs.
George was smitten, but he
didn’t want to scare her away.
They talked and c-mailed for
several weeks, then chatted a few
more. Then they decided to take
the next step.
George made the three-hour
drive to Huntington, Ind., from
his small, part-time farm in
Helena, Ohio. He rumbled into
her driveway with his bus-yellow
Ford truck with its Marine decal.
(“You can smell the testosterone,”
Carolyn jokes.) She stepped down
from her porch, and extended her
hand. He had something else in
mind.
“He jumped out and gave me
a big kiss,” she says. “He says he
was finally glad to see me.”
They had a picnic lunch and
after he left, Carolyn headed to
her nurse’s job. thinking it was the
beginning of something special.
So did he.
Carolyn and George began
seeing each other every weekend.
One night in-between, Carolyn
says, he called and told her he had
cut hay in the moonlight, bringing
back warm memories of days on
her grandfather’s farm.
When George decided to
propose, he decided he’d take
Carolyn on the tractor, they'd gaze
at the harvest moon and he’d give

hqranng.
ni George’s sheep
and
needed Caroly:
de-woBtong them. He
squimiflk animals dowl
she
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^Lakeshore
Pregnancy
Center

CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) - A
Charleston radio station is observing
Valentine’s Day with a reminder that
Cupid sometimes misses his
— mark.
WKLC-FM,betterknown
/ as Rock 105, is giving away
a free divorce.
W
Valentine’s Day isn’t
f all hearts and flowers, says
WKLC
Program
Director
r
Jay Nunley. There is a darker
side, he said, “where maybe you
despise your spouse and resent the
entire day.”
Through 4 p.m. on Thursday,
Valentine’s Day, applications for the
free divorce will be accepted on the
classic rock station’s Web site, www.
wklc.com. The winning name will be
drawn at 5 p.m.
Nunley cautions that this is a
real divorce and people shouldn't
enter if they aren’t serious. Also,
people expecting a long, drawn-out
legal battle should hire a lawyer
because the Rock 105 contest is for
a relatively uncomplicated divorce.
Charleston attorney Rusty Webb
will handle the actual filing.
“Sure we can give away concert
tickets, and we do,” said Nunley.
“That's going to make you happy for
a little while. This is the chance to
make someone happy for the rest of
their life.”

win Missouri.
jfl^cdays, George, a 57-yearjnaimfcnance planner for BP,
:s forwaraup coming home

Showgirl Search
“Would you forgive me if I just
got down on my knee and proposed
on the porch?” he asked.
There was little doubt of the
outcome. “Here was this woman
who had just de-wormed 35
sheep for you,” says Carolyn, 56.
“You’ve GOT to know the answer
is yes.”
They married last November at
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each night to Carolyn, their five
dogs, horses, donkeys and sheep.
“It worked out real well,” he
says. “Real well.”

her.

Single? Look
on the bright
side this
^ ValCiltine’s
Day
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Marc Koorstra, Sports Editor
sports@lanthorn com

staff this year,” Beach said. “As long as we can get
three or four runs a game, we’re going to have a
pretty good season.”
But the Lakers will have to rely on some new
faces to drive in those runs.
GVSU will be without four of its top players from
last season, each of whom earned first team AllGLIAC honors in catcher Nick Smith, shortstop Dan
Skirka, second baseman Spud McKenzie and third
baseman Lee VanStreain.
Smith, Skirka and VanStreain also were named
honorable mention All-Americans by the NCBWA.
“We lost a lot of talent, but I'm confident we’re
going to score a lot of runs,” said Derek Hinke, who
By Kyle Meinke
will start in right field. “Some of the older guys have
GVL Senior Reporter
a bad taste in our mouths because of not making the
World Series, so we’re hungry and ready to go.”
The Lakers posted a 45-9 record a year ago, but
The Grand Valley State University baseball team
fell one game short of the Division II World Series
knows what it takes to win.
The team lost a few key players from last year, after a 1-0 loss to Southern Indiana University in the
but the Lakers have claimed five straight GLIAC North Central Regional championship game.
Despite its youth, GVSU does
championships and had an average of
return some experience in the
43 wins each of those seasons.
“I'm cautiously
outfield. Hinke, a senior, will
“We had a great year last year, and
return to right field, while senior
optimistic
about our
we are going to be looking to build on
Pat Radde will slide from center
that,” said Head Coach Steve Lyon.
pitching. We've got a
to left and junior Casey Robrahn
“But we are going to have to pitch
good mix of returning
will make the switch from
well and the new guys are going to
designated hitter to center field.
guys and some good
have to step in offensively if we are
The infield will be much less
going to make it six straight.”
new arms. We're pretty
experienced, where first baseman
The Lakers, ranked No. 7 by the
confident with where
Cory Maguire, a sophomore, is
Collegiate
Baseball
Newspaper,
the only returning player.
will not be short on talent. But after
our pitching staff is at.”
“Our ability to score runs,
graduating the entire top half of the
(and) defensively our ability to
lineup, GVSU will rely heavily on its
STEVE LYON
pick the ball up and make plays,
pitching staff.
HEAD COACH
those are still question marks at
“I’m cautiously optimistic about
this point,” Lyon said. “They’re
our pitching,” Lyon said. “We’ve got
all talented kids, but there’s a
a good mix of returning guys and
big difference between playing
some good new arms. We’re pretty
fall ball and playing ball in the spring. But if we can
confident with where our pitching staff is at."
The Lakers lose only Vince Rizzi from their pitch well and then get some offense from some of
rotation and return 32 of 46 victories from a season the new guys, we should be pretty Competitive."
GVSU opens the season with 25 straight road
ago. The staff will be anchored by senior Nick Beach,
who received first-team All-American honors from games, beginning with a Feb. 23 doubleheader
the National Collegiate Baseball Writers of America against Northern Kentucky University. Their home
opener will be March 26, when Hillsdale comes to
last season.
•
Beach went 8-2, posted a 1.40 ERA and struck out town.

Pitching key to

baseball success

GVSU returns with promise after
five straight GLIAC championships

73 in 83.1 innings of work.
“We’re going to have a deep and talented pitching
• • ♦•
V

kmeinke@lanthorn.com
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Softball returns majority of lineup
Returning players help make GVSU as highest-ranked
team in GLIAC in 2008 preseason polls
By Rob Rosenbach
GVL Staff Writer

The Grand Valley State University softball
team starts off the 2008 campaign as the highestranked team in the GLIAC in a preseason poll.
The Lakers were picked 13th in the national
preseason Division II poll, conducted by the
National Fastpitch Coaches Association.
GVSU will begin the season with eight
returning starters at their skilled positions and
their top two pitchers. L>ast year, this core group
of players brought the Lakers all the way to the
Great Lakes Regional Championship game
where they lost to eventual national champion
Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville.
“I think how we finished last year has a lot to
do with the preseason poles," said Head Coach
Doug Woods. “We also have a lot of returning
starters.”
Headlining the returning starters is infielder
Kristin Moleski. A senior from Rockford,
Moleski started all 54 games the Lakers played
last year, hitting .383 while contributing nine
home runs and 42 RBIs.
The Laker defense will be anchored by two
players who find their homes on the mound
— junior Lori Andjelich and senior Stephanie
Cole are back to try and improve a Laker team
that went 36-18.
The two combined for a 2.03 earned run
average against opponents and stuck out a total
of 280 batters in 336 innings of work.
“Stephanie is a leader by example," Woods
said. “She is a competitor who, when on the
mound, you can’t tell on her face whether we
are winning or losing.”
Andjelich and Cole had similar records
with 17 wins with losses in the single digits.

Andjelich appeared in five more games than
Cole.
“We compliment each other very well,” Cole
said. “It is good because the other conference
teams can’t get used to both of us.”
The only position that is up for grabs is first
base. Woods said three players are competing
for the job. Senior designated hitter Elizabeth
Smith, sophomore catcher Breanne Kronberg
and freshman Tiffany Startz will all be looking
to fill the vacancy.
As a designated hitter. Smith tallied 10 home
runs while hitting .366 a year ago. Kronberg hit
.218 and belted one homer while seeing limited
time as a backup catcher.
Adding to the already potent lineup are two
more players who hit over .300 besides Smith
and Moleski. Junior Nichole Woityra (.366)
and senior Sarah Holland (.344) will look to
add some pop from the plate for the Lakers.
GVSU is one of the favorites in the tough
GLIAC conference. Woods said Wayne State
University has one of the conference’s top
pitchers. Ferris State University returns a lot
of starters and Gannon University will play the
Lakers tough.
“There is dam good competition in the
GLIAC from top to bottom,” Woods said. “We
have to come out and play hard every game.”
The team will start the season with a trip to
Ocoee and Kissimmee, Fla. in early March to
begin the test of their skills.
“We will play some tough competition
down there." Woods said. “We will play SIUEdwardsville who beat us last year and went
on to win the national championship. It will be
a good early season test for us.”
rwsenbach@lanthom.com
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Sports in Brief

Lakers ready to hit the links
By Josh Kowalczyk

THiNftp|N£
Lakers to 'Think Pink'
The Grand Valley
State University men’s
and women's basketball
teams will participate
in Think Pink Breast
Cancer Awareness Week
in
tonight’s
games
against Lake Superior
State University.
Both teams will be
wearing pink shoelaces,
and fans are encouraged
to wear pink as well.
Relay
for
Life
representatives
will
be there to collect
donations, and several
dinner
and
hotel
packages will be given
away during the game.
Campus
View
Apartments
are
sponsoring the event.
This initiative was
started by the Women’s
Basketball
Coaches
Association.
('.hT! .(loi)j fl 'fl Hi .'illiV
t. ynibifluni .jHyiivi.

Jamerson earns honor
Senior guard Jason
Jamerson was named
GL1AC North Division
Player of the Week
for the third time this
season.
‘1
Jamerson had the
hot hand during the
weekend, hitting 7-of11 three pointers and
10-of-14 field goals.
He averaged 14.5
points, four rebounds,
four steals and two blocks
in wins against Northern
Michigan University and
Michigan Technological
University.
Jamerson
and
fellow senior Callistus
Eziukwu have combined
to claim five of the last
seven player of the week
awards.
JJiiUlj/i'Uii kLji

Hockey tallies win

titu/iL>

The Grand Valley
State University club
hockey team wrapped
up
its
three-game
road trip with a win
against
Southern
Illinois
UniversityEdwardsville.
The Lakers defeated
SIUE 3-2 Sunday at East
Alton Ice Arena. Despite
the close score, GVSU
out shot SIUE 65-23.
Freshman Ryan Welch
tallied three assists and
Junior Brandon Rood
scored a goal and an
assist to lead the Lakers
in scoring.
Freshman
Jake
Vaughan and senior Nate
Morang scored a goal
apiece, and sophomore
Grant Lyon made 21
saves for the Lakers.
Lucas Venker made
62 saves and Ryan
Thomas added two goals
to lead SIUE.

Grand Valley Lanthorn
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GVl Archive / Anna Schwallier

Tee off: Jamie Clark swings hard to drive the ball
across the green

After a successful fall season came to a
disappointing end, the Grand Valley State
University men’s golf team has its sights set
on a berth in the NCAA Championships.
The team tinished fourth in the GLIAC
Championship despite sophomore Matt
Mallourc taking first place and senior Josh
Orler tying for second. GVSU sat in seventh
place after a first-day scone of 302 and could
never overcome the big deficit, finishing four
strokes off the winner.
Mallourc said the team likes its chances of
building on their other successes this spring.
"I am so confident in the team’s abilities
and talent that making it to nationals is not
outside the realm of possibility by any
means," Mallourc said.
Aside from the GLIAC tournament, the
Lakers won three tournaments and finished

second in two others. In order to qualify
for nationals, the Lakers will first liave to
finish in the top eight at their two regional
tournaments and win their NCAA superregional tournament.
“Our main goal for this season is to win
every tournament we play in and qualify to
compete at the national championship down
in Texas,’’ Orler said. “We know we have a
talented team and if we play to our potential
there is no reason we can’t win every time
we tee ir up.’’
Head Coach Don Underwood said the
key to the Inkers’ success will be the play
of Mallourc, Orler, junior Tyler Hering and
freshman Josh Burt. Junior Man Johnson and
freshmen Cam Thomas and Mike Basinski
are also expected to make a big contribution
this spring.
"The common trend in the fall season was
our top four players contributed to our team
total 95 percent of the time,” Mallourc said.

GVL Staff Writer

This weekend the Grand
Valley State University women’s
golf team will get the opportunity
to brush off the ice — literally and
figuratively — as they open the
spring season in Houston for the
Memorial Park Invite on Friday.
Memorial P;irk is one of
America’s largest urban parks, and
its 18-hole course is considered one
of Texas’ top-rated courses. This
year it will play host to this NCAA
Championship Tournament.
“This first tournament is a way
for us to go down and get some
experience by playing again," said
I>ori Stinson, head coach. "One
of the reasons we chose Houston
is because it’s where nationals are
going to be, so it’s going to give us
a chance to catch a sneak preview
of the course.”
The team has not seen
competitive action since the
Legends Shootout in October
where they took third place overall,
out-golfing several Division I
schools in the process. Since then
they have been working together

to improve, Stinson said.
“We’ve been working hard in
the offseason with conditioning
and hitting indoors," Stinson said.
“Everyone is anxious to get back
outside and hit off actual grass and
get back into playing form.”
Stinson said the team has
been lifting weights and doing
cardiovascular exercises since the
end of the fall season. They have
been hitting golf balls in the arena
since the second week of January.
The team is led by senior
Tracey Puckering and junior
Michelle B<x>gaard, both of whom
were named team captains this
year. Though every other player is
either a freshman or a sophomore,
Stinson said she remains confident
in the team’s potential for this
season.
“We’re a pretty young team,”
she said. “But it’s probably the first
team that we’ve ever had in which
all eight people have a chance to
compete. It’s gtxxi for us because
it doesn’t particularly matter who
travels with us — we’re going
to have a solid team out there
regardless.”
One thing that does concern
Stinson is the team’s short game.

Despite the snow, the Lakers are already in
the process of shaking off the rust. Underwood
said the team has started practicing for their
first tournament.
During the years, Underwood has
collected the range balls The Meadows
cannot use anymore and the team has been
hitting them on the range during the past few
weeks. Underwood also converted an ind<x>r
area into a chipping and putting green.
"I am just looking forward to playing
competitive golf again,” Mallourc said. “It
may sound so simple, but we haven’t stepped
foot on a golf course since Oct. 9.”
The Lakers will kick off theif spring
season March 3 at the Richard Reside I man
Invitational in Salisbury, N.C.
jkowalczyk@lattthorn.com

Perfect regular season now inI sight

Woman's golf to tee
off for spring season
By Emanuel Johnson

“If we are to contend with the best teams in
the nation, we need our fifth man to contribute
regularly to our team total.”

By Marc Koorstra
GVl. Sports Editor

UR
GVL Archive / Nicole Bernier

Full swing: Ashley Smith finishes her
swing with strength

a nuisance that has put some of
their past scores higher than they
needed to be.
“Our biggest challenge that
we’ve had in the past has been
our short game,” she said. “But
we’ve been working on it. We just
got some new putting greens in.
so I’m hoping that that will put us
further ahead than we’ve been in
the past."
After spending two days in
Houston, the Lakers will host a
tournament in Florida on March 5
and 6. The GLIAC Championship
Tournament will begin at the
University of Findlay on April 20.
ejohnson @ lanthorn.t om

Basketball season is
winding down and there are
still some questions that
remain for the Lakers.
For
instance,
will any
of the four
remaining
games create
enough of
a challenge
to stop the
team from
Neemra
reaching
30-0?
Actually, that’s the only
real question remaining before
the postseason. Any other
questions are not important
at this point, such as "Will
senior Callistus Eziukwu ever
make his second career threepointer?”
(Yes, he has made one).
But let’s stick to the more
pressing issue.
Grand Valley State
University entered this season
as one of the top teams in

Division II, but 30-0 still
seemed more like a wish than
a goal. There had to be at
least one slip-up, or maybe
a two-point basket that was
erroneously turned into a
game-winning three for the
opposing team.
But not with the focus this
team has. Not with a group
of starters that includes four
seniors and a fourth-year
junior.
That is why these last
four games should not be a
problem. After all, none of
the teams they face have a
winning record.
The Lakers have rematches
with Lake Superior State
University, Northwood
University and Ferris State
University. GVSU had little
trouble in first meeting
with this trio. They handled
FSU 81-47, cruised past
Northwood 77-53 and
flattened LSSU 78-61.
The other game is a road
match with Wayne State
University. The Warriors are
last in the conference with a
See Perfect, B3
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The Banner system will enforce
I pre-requisites as you register.
Students who attempt to register
for a course and fail to meet the
pre-requisites will receive an
error message noting “Pre
requisite not met.”
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Banner will check against a students record to determine if
the student meets all pre-requisite requirements This includes
■restncfions on college major graduate or undergraduate level
class standing and minimum grade requirements

Additional information about pre-requisite processes can be
found on the Registrar website - http //www gvsiT^edu/registrar
under My Banner Registration Directions
Questions - please e-mail regdept@gvsu.edu
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Lacrosse looks to

Thursday:

build off big win

\

Women's Basketball vs.
Lake Superior State, 6 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. Lake
Superior State, 8 p.m.

March Madness is approaching and conference
races are starting to come down to the wire.
This is likewise for this battle with Meinke
(above, right) holding a 22-21 lead, including a
20-11 record on picks. Paffhausen (above, left)
trails with a 19-12 record.

Friday:
Swimming & Diving <g>
GLIAC Championships
Women's Golf @
Memorial Park Invite
(Houston, Texas)

No. 6 UCLA at USC
Meinke: Both squads are backing
into this cross-town matchup
— USC got blown out by No. 20
Washington State, while UCLA was
upset by Washington.
But give the edge to the Bruins, who
have played well on the road all year
(6-1) and want revenge for their Jan.
19 loss to the Trojans.
UCLA 78, USC 73

@

Men's Tennis
Southern Indiana, 2 p.m.
Track & Field: GVSU
Open, 4 p.m.
Hockey vs. Ohio State,
9 p.m.

Courtesy Photo / Dana Bloodworth

Zoned play: Junior attackman Chris Idema looks to take the ball into CMU's zone. He finished with
three goals and three assists

Women's Basketball @
Wayne State, 1 p.m.
Men's Basketball @
Wayne State, 3 p.m.
Swimming & Diving @
GLIAC Championships
Men's Tennis @ Northern
Kentucky, 8 a.m.
Women's Golf @
Memorial Park Invite
Hockey vs. Ohio State,
8 p.m.

GET YOUR
LAKER
NEWS

ONLINE
www.lanthorn.com

MEN'S
BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall
Grand Valley St. #2

14-0

26-0

Michigan Tech

7-7

12-10

Northwood

5-9

10-13

Ferris State

5-9

10-15

Lake Superior St.

5-9

7-14

Northern Michigan

5-9

6-17

Saginaw Valley St.

3-11

8-14

about their team,” Zaccardelli said. “We
felt like they were overlooking us since
they beat us in the fall.”
The team will now shift their focus to
The Grand Valley State University their next game, which happens to be a
men’s club- lacrosse team started the month away.
season with an upset win against
The Lakers will travel to Fort Wayne,
Division l Central Michigan University.
Ind. for a pair of games on March 15.
Despite a lopsided loss to the
“For the next month we’ll be working
Chippewas in the fall season, the on keeping our conditioning up,” Greer
Lakers claimed a 17-6 victory Friday said. “We’ll tweak our offense a little
at the Indoor Athletic Complex in Mt. bit, not to say we played bad, but there
Pleasant.
are some holes and we want to be giving
“We haven’t beaten them in four 100 percent.”
years,” said junior Mike Zaccardelli.
This year’s team is looking to
the club’s president. “It was a strong build off of last year's 5-4 record and
way to come into this
third-place finish in
season.”
“We haven't beaten
the Central College
The Lakers, ranked
Lacrosse Association.
(Central
Michigan
No. 19 in a poll by
G V S U ’ s
the Men’s Collegiate
University) in four
appearance in the
Lacrosse Association
CCLA playoff was
years. It was a strong
Division II , got a pair
the first time in the
way to come into this
of huge performances
program’s history.
from
freshman
season.
“The effort has
Cameron
Holding
been a lot more
and sophomore goalie
serious over the off
Steve Johns.
MIKE ZACCARDELLI
season,” said senior
Holding, who plays
LACROSSE CLUB PRESIDENT
Ryan D'Angelo. “In
attack, scored seven
previous years we’ve
goals and added three
been satisfied with just
assists.
being good, but now
Johns registered 22 saves in net.
we want to make it known that we want
“Those guys just played out of their
to make the national tournament.”
minds,” said first-year Head Coach
Greer takes over as the man in charge
Murle Cireer. “They really gave amazing six years after being one of the founding
efforts.”
members of the team.
Greer also said they got some
Before coming to GVSU, he spent
different looks from CMU, but were four years as head coach at Holland
able to make the appropriate changes.
High School, where he also started their
“They came out with a defensive program.
plan that we did not expect,” he said.
“I knew the last coach pretty well so I
“We talked on the sidelines about what knew there would be an opening,” Greer
we were seeing and they saw some stuff said. “I wanted to make a move to the
that I wasn’t seeing and we were able next level so I applied with the team.”
to adjust.”
The Lakers play their next six games
Junior attackman Chris Idema also on the road and will host a triple-header
had three goals and three assists.
on April 5.
Zaccardelli said CMU might not
have been prepared for the leakers.
sports@lanthorn.com
“There’s been a lot of hype and talk
By Marc Koorstra
GVL Sports Editor

By Matt Kuzawa
6’V7. Staff Writer

The Grand Valley State University
men’s and women’s tennis teams are both
looking to make a splash in the national
tournament this season.
Last year the men’s team finished the
season with a record of 18-7 but lost to
Ferris State in the first round of the NCAA
tournament. This year the team w ill use their
intensity and singles depth improvement to
lead them to an even better season.
“There is definitely a difference in
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Backhand: Doubles player Audrey Koopsen
Courtesy wwwgliar.org

Paffhausen: It is too hard to pick
against Love and company in this
one. USC is way too streaky as a
team and seemingly falls apart every
other game.
It is an inter-state rivalry though
which means it should stay closer.
Enjoy Mayo vs. Love in this one.
UCLA 81, USC 72

No. 24 Pittsburgh at No. 25
Marquette
Meinke: It’s been a tale of two
seasons for the Golden Eagles.
On the road, Marquette is a
disappointing 2-4 (1-4 Big East).
But within the friendly confines
of the Bradley Center, they are
a blistering 12-1 (5-1 Big East).
Marquette 72, Pitt 65
Paffhausen: Even though they have
been cold lately, the Pitt Panthers
can put up points.
They can shoot with most teams in
the country, Marquette included.
Defensive standout DeJuan Blair
will be a difference maker.
Pittsburgh 83, Marquette 77

No. 9 Michigan State at No. 12
Indiana
Meinke: D.J. White and Eric
Gordon are proving to be as good as
advertised this year.
Gordon, who was the nation’s top
high school prospect last year, is
scoring 21.3 points per contest,
while White is averaging a double
double (17.6 ppg, 10.7 rpg).
The Spartans cannot stop both.
Indiana 76, Michigan State 72
Paffhausen: I trust the Spartans to
be able to stop the one man show in
Eric Gordon.

Tennis teams set sights on bigger things

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
Michigan Tech #24

B3

GVSU starts off season with upset win against
Division I Central Michigan University

Swimming & Diving @
GLIAC Championships

Saturday:
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returns a serve from Northwood University

intensity in practice,” said sophomore
I .eon Cerdena. “Everyone feels like they’re
on the bubble, especially before matches.
You can really feel the intensity of each
player trying to earn their spot. If you aren't
focused, you won’t be in the lineup.”
The team also expects to see
improvement from the doubles teams,
because they have been practicing a lot
more. Cerdena added.
“One of our goals was to find doubles
pairs that worked well together in the fall
season," said Head Coach John Black.
“And I really like where we’re at right
now."
Sophomore Brock Plangger said they
have to make sure their personal egos do
not get in the way of the team performing
-at its best
“Egos can ’hurt' a team, especially in
tennis where individual sports determine
how the team does,” Plangger said. “If we
let our egos get in the way of the team then
we won't nxrt for each other to do well"
New to the team are Philipp Claus, who
grew up in Germany but played tennis
in Grand l^edge last year, and Renato
Tamashim. whose hometown is Sao Paulo,
Brazil.
Even though there are only two
freshmen on the team, it is one of the
younger teams with seven sophomores and
only two juniors.
“We’re definitely younger than everyone
we’ll play this year," Black said. "Most
of the teams we'll play are mostly upper
classmen. If those players come together
we can have a great year.”
The women's tennis team shares a
similar goal in making it to the national

tournament. After finishing second in the
GLIAC for the second consecutive year,
the team is also looking to defeat rival
Northwood University.
“They always seem to beat us — we
did better against them this fall but fell
short of beating them in the finals at the
GLIAC tournament,” said junior Katelyn
Grashom, who is a transfer from Aquinas
College. “We definitely have the potential
to beat them if we happen to meet them
again at nationals.”
The Lakers finished the fall season
strong, but Black wants the team to be
careful with how they approach the spring
season.
“We had a really good fall,” Black said.
“But we need to be cautious about that
because we have some tougher competition
in the spring, and we need to be ready for
that.”
The women’s team only lost one singles
player from last year’s team, and is solid
from top to bottom, said senior Jenna
Killips.
“Our team proved that we have great
experience on the court and that our team
lineup is very deep,” Killips said. “We all
challenge each other so that makes easier
matches for the girls at the bottom of the
lineup, and that has been great for our
team.”
The men will travel to Indiana for three
matches this weekend while the women
will make the trip the following weekend.
Both teams will take a trip to Orlando, Fla.
for spring break. They will face teams from
all across the country, including Puerto
Rico-Mayaguez University.
mku:xwa@lanthorn.com

Maybe it is me being a “homer” but
I think the ship has got to be righted,
and now is the time. With a tough
stretch, MSU will come out hungry.
MSU 76, Indiana 70

No. 7 Stanford at Arizona
Meinke: The Cardinal is one of the
hottest teams in the nation. They
have won seven straight, including a
four-point win against this Arizona
team on Jan. 17.
Stanford is peaking at the right time
and poised to make a run for the
PAC 10 crown.
Stanford 71, Arizona 61
Paffhausen: 1 love the Wildcats for
the upset, but I think they are a year
away from being what they should.
Next year, Arizona will be noticed
as a serious threat, and this win
could put them on the map again.
They just are not balanced enough.
Stanford 60, Arizona 59

Pillow Fight of the Week
St. Francis (Pa.) (5-18) at St. Francis
(N.Y.) (5-19)
Meinke: Though both schools share
the name of Saint Francis, there is
nothing divine about their hasketbal^
programs.
Neither team can shoot, neither can
rebound, neither can defend — and
neither can win. But since somebody
has to. I’ll go with Pa. because they
play slightly better defense. Maybe.
St. Francis (Pa.) 67, St Francis
(N.Y.) 64
Paffhausen: The Pennsylvania
version gives up too many points,
but has played a tough schedule for
a school their size.
They have lost 12 of 14 and go up
against the New York team who has
lost 16 of 18. Neither can score, but
I’ll go with the hungrier team.
St. Francis (N.Y.) 59, St. Francis
(Pa.) 55
See more: Visit www.
lanthorn.com for an
extended version

Perfect
continued from page B2

3-11 record.
GVSU has already claimed
the GLIAC North Division
Championship, but do not expect
them to slow down. During the
weekend, the team became national
leaders in field goal percentage
defense (35.9) and scoring margin
(22.5) in addition to already being the
No. I scoring defense.
What I'm trying to say is even if
the Lakers have an off game on any
of these four, which is unlikely, they
should still finish with comfortable
victories.
An undefeated regular
season would be a tremendous
accomplishment, but like the New
England Patriots, this team will
be judged by what it does in the
postseason.
So assuming all goes according
to plan, GVSU will host the GLIAC
Tournament and breeze through
the first two rounds. That will set
up a showdown between either No.
7 University of Findlay or No. 8
Gannon University for the conference
title.
Then there will finally be some
questions worth asking.
Will Findlay be looking for
revenge after an embarrassing loss
to the Lakers? Will Gannon bounce
back from some injuries to finish what
they started in their first meeting with
GVSU?
And will either of them be able
to play the Giants to the leakers’
Patriots?
sports@lanthom.com
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Obama, McCain triumph in contests
Obama takes
delegate lead,
McCain sweeps in
Maryland, Viginia,
Washington D.C.
By David Espo
AP Special Correspondent

WASHINGTON
(AP)
Barack ()bama powered past Hillary
Rodham Clinton in the race for
Democratic convention delegates
Tuesday on a night of triumph
sweetened with outsized primary
v ictories in Maryland, Virginia and
the District of Columbia.
“Tonight we’re on our way,”
Obama told cheering supporters
in Madison, Wis. “But we know
how much further we have to go,”
he added, celebrating eight straight
victories over Clinton, the former
first lady now struggling in a race
she once commanded.
The Associated Press count
of delegates showed Obama with
1,210. Clinton had 1,188, falling
behind for the first time since the
campaign began. Neither was close
to the 2,025 needed to win the
nomination.
His victories were by large

AP Photo / Rkk Bowmer

Delegate leader: Democratic
presidential hopeful Sen. Barack
Obama, D-lll., speaks at a rally Tuesday
in Madison Wis.

margins — he was gaining about
75 percent of the vote in the
nation’s capital and nearly twothirds in Virginia. In Maryland, he
was winning close to 60 percent.
By contrast, Clinton was
attempting to retool her campaign
in the midst of a losing streak.
Her deputy campaign manager
resigned, the second high-level
departure in as many days.
Campaigning in Texas, where
she hopes to triumph on March 4,
she said she was looking ahead, not
back.
“I’m tested, I’m ready. Now
let’s make it happen,” she said.
Republican
front-runner
John McCain won all three
GOP primaries, adding to his
insurmountable lead in delegates
for the Republican nomination. He
congratulated Mike Huckabee, his
sole remaining major rival and a
potential vice presidential running
mate, then turned his focus on the
Democrats.
“We know where either of their
candidates will lead this country,
and we dare not let them,” Ik*
told supporters in Alexandria, Va.
“They will paint a picture of the
world in which America’s mistakes
are a greater threat to our security
than the malevolent intentions of
an enemy that despises us and our
ideals.”
Interviews with voters leaving
the polls showed Obama narrowly
defeated Clinton among white
voters in Virginia, 52 percent to 47
percent, the first time he has done
that in a Southern state and only
the fourth time he has done so in
a competitive primary this year.
Clinton won the white vote by 10
percentage points in Maryland.
He won 90 percent of the black
vote in Virginia and almost as much
in Maryland.
She won a majority of white
women in both states, though
by less than she is accustomed
to. He won among white men in

Virginia, and they split th*rt vote in
Maryland.
In all, there were 168 Democratic
delegates at stake Tuesday.
Obama moved past Clinton
in the delegate chase on the basis
of the day’s primaries and newly
released results from last Saturday’s
Washington caucuses. Additional
delegates still to be allocated from
his new victories were certain to
add to his lead.
McCain’s victory in Virginia
was a relatively close one, the
result of an outpouring of religious
AP Photo /J. Scott Applewhite
who
backed
conservatives
GOP front-runner: Republican presidential hopeful Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.,
Huckabee.
Four in 10 Republican voters greets supporters following primaries in Virginia, Maryland, and the District of
Columbia, Tuesday in Alexandria, Va. He is flanked by Rep. Tom Davis, R-Va., right,
said they were bom again or and Sen. John Warner, R-Va., left.
evangelical Christians — twice
process and there is no nominee,”
Since last week’s Super Tuesday
as many as called themselves
Huckabee said. “And once that contests in 22 states, Obama had
members of the religious right in
happens, we’ve got a nominee, it’s won a primary in IxHiisiana as
2000 — and nearly 70 percent
time to rally around him.”
well as caucuses in Nebraska,
of them supported Huckabee, an
The Democratic race was Washington and Maine, all of them
ordained Baptist minister.
the definition of unsettled, with by large margins.
Viiginia voters could vote in
Clinton surrendering her long-held
Obama has campaigned before
either primary in their state. In
lead in delegates, having shed her huge crowds in recent days, and far
a twist, Huckabee was running
campaign manager and lent her outspent his rival on TV advertising
slightly ahead of McCain among
campaign $5 million in recent in the states participating in the
independents, who cast about a
days, and facing defeats next week regional primary in Maryland,
fifth of the Republican votes there.
in Wisconsin and Hawaii.
Viiginia and the District of
There were 113 delegates at
As the votes were counted in Columbia.
stake in the three GOP races.
her latest setbacks, her deputy
He began airing commercials in
The AP count showed McCain
campaign manager stepped down. the region more than a week ago,
with
789
Mike
Henry and spent an estimated $ 1.4 million.
delegates.
announced
his Clinton began hers last Friday, at a
“We bring in
Former
departure one cost estimated at $210,000.
Massachusetts
day after Patti
With Clinton facing a series of
voters who haven't
Gov.
Mitt
Solis
Doyle possible defeats, and Obama riding
Romney, who
was
replaced a wave of momentum, the two
dropped
out
given Democrats a
as
campaign camps debated which contender is
of the race last
manager more likely to defeat McCain in the
chance.”
week, had 288.
with
Maggie general election.
Huckabee had
An Associated Press-lpsos
Williams,
241 and Texas
a
longtime poll found Obama with a narrow
CORNELL BELCHER
Rep. Ron Paul
confidante of the lead over the Arizona senator in a
OBAMA POLLSTER
had 14.
former first lady. potential match-up. and Clinton
It takes 1,191
Clinton running about even.
delegates
to
hopes to respond
“We bring in voters who haven’t
clinch the Republican nomination,
with victories in Texas and Ohio given Democrats a chance” in the
and McCain appears to be on track
on March 4, states where both past, said Obama pollster Cornell
to reach the target by late April.
candidates have already begun Belcher, citing support from
“Until someone gets that magic
television advertising.
independents.
number, we still have an election

Father, four children die in Presque Isle house fire
By John Flesher
Associated Press Writer

ROGERS CITY, Mich. (AP)
— A father and four children
died Tuesday in an early morning
house tire in a community along
-Lake Huron, officials said.
The victims were discovered
after the fire was brought under
control, Rogers City Fire Chief
Tim Luebke told The Alpena
News.
The blaze was reported at 4:34
a.m. by neighbor Terry Langlois,
53, who said he called 911 after
being awakened by his dog’s
barking and seeing the house
across the street on fire.
“Flames were coming from
everywhere,” Langlois said. “I
could see the woman outside
banging on her bedroom window.

I called 911, put on my clothes and
ran outside. By then, she was in
my driveway.
“The house was too far gone
for anyone to get in there.”
Langlois said the woman told
him she and her husband were
asleep with the two younger
children in a downstairs bedroom
when her 15-year-old daughter
banged on her door, saying the
living room was on fire.
“She told me she screamed
at her daughter to get out and
hollered at her husband to get out,”
Langlois said. “He said, ‘You get
out, and I’ll get the kids.’”
The woman told Langlois that
she crawled out the back door,
before realizing no one was behind
her. She then ran to the front of the
house, thinking her husband took
that way out, but he wasn’t there
either.

When emergency responders
arrived they found the Rogers
City home engulfed in flames, the
FYesque Isle sheriff’s department
said in a statement.
Contractors were boarding
up the windows of the two-story,
white wood frame house with
plywood Tuesday afternoon. The
inside was gutted by fire.
“It’s really a devastating thing,”
said Mike Darga, leader of the
contracting crew.
Yellow police tape surrounded
the small yard in the residential
neighborhood of close-set houses
and tree-lined yards. A basketball
goal and snowmobile stood close
to the house.
Rogers City is located between
Cheboygan and Alpena and is
about 210 miles north of Detroit
and 60 miles southeast of the
Mackinac Bridge.

AP Photo / The Alpena News. Mike Modrzynski

In flames: An early morning house fire claimed the lives of four children and their
father on Orchard Street in Rogers City, Mich., Tuesday. The home was totally
engulfed when firefighters arrived, according to Rogers City Fire Chief Tim Luebke.

Executions of alleged Sept. 11 plotters at Guantanamo possible
**
>
v

By Michael Melia and
Andrew 0. Selsky
Associated Press Writers

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP)
If six suspected terrorists are
sentenced to death at Guantanamo
Bay for the Sept. 11 attacks, U.S.
; Army regulations that were quietly
amended two years ago open the
possibility of execution by lethal
injection at the military base in
Cuba, experts said Tuesday.
Any executions would probably
add to international outrage
over Guantanamo, since capital
punishment is banned in 130
countries, including the 27-nation
Fxiropean Union.
Conducting the executions on
' U.S. soil could open the way for
the detainees’ lawyers to go to U.S.
courts to fight the death sentences.
But the updated regulations make
it possible for the executions to be
carried out at Guantanamo.
David Sheldon, an attorney and
former member of the Navy’s legal
corps, said an execution chamber
at Guantanamo would be largely
beyond the reach of U.S. courts.
“I think that sthe administration’s
idea, to try to use Guantanamo as a
base to not be under the umbrella
of the federal district courts,” he
said. “If one is detained in North
Carolina or South Carolina in a
Navy brig, one could conceivably
file's petition of habeus corpus and

because
of
where they’re
located, invoke
the jurisdiction
of a federal
court.”
The
condemned
men could even
be buried at
Guantanamo.
A
Muslim
section of the cemetery at
Guantanamo has been dedicated
by an Islamic cultural adviser,
sard Bruce Lloyd, spokesman for
the Guantanamo Naval Station.
Among those buried elsewhere at
the cemetery are U.S. servicemen.
When two Saudis and a Yemeni
committed suicide at Guantanamo
in 2006, military officers said the
men could be buried at the cemetery,
but the remains were instead sent
back to their homelands.
Up until recently, experts on
military law said, it was understood
that military regulations required
executions to be carried out by
lethal injection at Fort I xavenworth
in Kansas.
But in January 2006, the
Army changed its procedures
for military executions, allowing
“other locations” to be used. The
new regulations say that only the
president can approve an execution
and that the secretary of the Army
will authorize the location.
“Military executions will be

by
lethal
injection,” the
regu lations
say.
The
last
U.S. military
execution was
in 1961, when
President
Kennedy
signed off on
the hanging of
Army Pfc. John A. Bennett for the
rape and attempted murder of an
11 -year-old Austrian girl.
Gen.
Thomas
W.
Brig.
Hartmann refused to discuss details
on executions when he announced
Monday the Pentagon was charging
the six Guantanamo detainees and
seeking the death penalty.
“We are a long way from
determining the details of the death
penalty, and when that time comes
... we will follow the law at that
time and the procedures that are in
place.” Hartmann said.
Eugene Fidell, a Washington
defense attorney and expert on
military law, said Guantanamo
Bay could be an execution site, but
added that the U.S. would face an
international outcry.
“It would be highly controversial
because a lot of the world simply
doesn’t believe in the death penalty
any more,” Fidell said.
The Bush administration has
instructed U.S. diplomats abroad
to defend its decision to seek the

death penalty
for the six men
by
recalling
the executions
of Nazi war
criminals after
World War II.
A four-page
cable sent to
U.S. embassies MMttasli
and obtained
Tuesday
by
The Associated Press says that
execution as punishment for
extreme violations of the laws of
war is internationally accepted.
The cable points to tire 194546 Nuremberg war crimes trials in
Germany. Twelve of Adolf Hitler’s
senior aides were sentenced to
death at the trials, though not all
were executed in the end.
No death chamber is known
to exist at Guantanamo, but Scott
Silliman, a former Air Force lawyer
and who is now a Duke University
professor, said the military may
decide to build one there. The
2006 Army regulations also call
for a viewing room to the death
chamber, where at least two news
media representatives would be
witnesses.
The trial for the six detainees
is still months away. And given
the slow pace of the military
commissions at Guantanamo
Bay, verdicts are unlikely before
President Bush leaves office next
January.

Theaccused
include
Khalid Sheikh
Mohammed,
the
alleged
mastermind
of Sept. 11;
Mohammed
al-Qahtani,
whom officials
have labeled
the
20th
hijacker; and Waleed bin Attash,
who investigators say selected and
trained some of the 19 hijackers.
Many support the use of the
death penalty for men blamed for
the Sept. 11 attacks.
“If these guys are found guilty, I
can’t think of any other case more
appropriate for the death penalty,”
said Charles “Cully” Stimson, a
senior legal fellow at the Heritage
Foundation, a conservative think
tank. “An overwhelming majority
of Americans support the death
penalty."
Michael Khambatta of the
International Committee of the
Red Cross said his organization
would approve the death penalty
only when there are “pnx’edural
and judicial guarantees that meet
international standards.”
Khambatta. who is the deputy
head of the ICRC’s Washington
delegation, declined to comment
publicly on whether the ICRC
considers the U.S. war-crimes trials
fair.

lanthorn@gvsu edu
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Man sentenced to 25 to
40 years in abduction,
molestation of girl, 8
SOUTH LYON, Mich. (AP)
— A Cleveland man accused
of snatching a sleeping 8year-old girl from her South
Lyon apartment and molesting
her on a nearby rooftop was
sentenced Tuesday to 25 to 40
years in prison.
Thirty-eight-year-old
Timothy Jeffrey pleaded no
contest last month to charges
of kidnapping and criminal
sexual conduct.
Three
charges
were
dismissed in a plea deal.
Jeffrey
told
Oakland
County Circuit Judge Shalina
Kumar that he remembered
little about the incident.
The girl says she was asleep
in her mother’s apartment last
May and awoke to find Jeffrey
carrying her away.
Police told The Oakland
Press and WHMI-FM that
he apparently chose her at
random.
A no-contest plea isn’t
an admission of guilt but is
treated as one for criminal law
purposes.
Lottery winner mistakes
$250K ticket for $150 winner
BAD AXE. Mich. (AP) Donald Ertman walked around
for six days thinking he had a
lottery ticket worth $ 150.
It turns out the Mega
Millions ticket he bought for
$1 at a Bad Axe gas station
was worth $250,000. The
71 -year-old laid-off factory
worker was speechless when
store owner Eli Kabban set
him straight.
“I didn’t believe him — not
at first,” Ertman told The Bay
City Times.
Rosalie “Penny” Ertman
broke down in tears of joy
when learning the exact worth
of the ticket her husband
bought in December.
“We’re the typical poor
senior citizens, and our income
from Social Security is not a
lot,” she said.
The Ertmans, who live
in Sanilac County’s Minden
Township and are celebrating
their51 st wedding anniversary,
said they spend a total of about
$7 per week on lottery tickets.
The couple are investing
the money, and Donald Ertman
also said he plans to buy his
wife a new car and spend
some of the money making
home improvements.
They remained anonymous
until Monday.
According to Kabban.
Ertman became agitated Jan. 2
when he learned he had to file
a form with the state to collect
any winnings.
“He told me he had a $150
winner, and he thought it was
ridiculous he had to go to
Lansing to collect the money,”
Kabban said.
Ertman figures he made a
simple error in writing down
the winning lottery numbers
when they were announced
on TV three days after
Christmas.
“I was just worried about
my $150,” he said.
Tax reform group begins
November ballot drive
LANSING. Mich. <AP)
— A group that jvants
to
significantly
change
Michigan’s
tax
structure
has kicked off its campaign
targeting
the
November
ballot.
The Michigan Fair Tax
Proposal would attend the
state constitution to eliminate
the state income/ tax and
Michigan Business Tax and
replace them witn a higher
sales tax.
The sales tax on consumer
purchases would be 9.75
percent. Business to business
transactions would not be
taxed.
The sales tax could not be
raised and no other statewide
tax could be restored or
enacted without a vote of the
people.
Supporters of the proposal
must collect more than
380,000 signatures of valid
Michigan voters to qualify for
the ballot.
The drive began Tuesday.
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College courses seek
to protect churches
from embezzlers
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Bush calls modern day noose
displays 'deeply offensive'
By Deb Riechmann
Associated Press Writer

By Kathy Matheson
Associated Press Writer

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — The globe-trotting
priest from Connecticut drove a Jaguar, shopped at
Bergdort Goodman and bought jewelry from Cartier,
all ot it with money stolen from his church’s coffers.
By the time the parish finance council caught on, he
had embezzled $1.3 million.
Many U.S. churches have been victims of
embezzlement over the years, reflecting not just
AP Photo / Bob Child
moral weakness on the part of the wrongdoers, but lax
Dishonest pastor: In this Sept 12, 2007 photo, the Rev
financial controls. Often, church budgets are overseen Michael Jude Fay, 56, former pastor of St John's “Roman
by volunteers or employees with little guidance or Catholic Church in Darien, Conn., leaves U.S. District Court
professional training.
in New Haven, Conn. Fay pleaded guilty to interstate
Now, some colleges are hoping to prevent such transportation of money obtained by fraud.
faith-shattering abuses by offering programs devoted
Boston College theology professorThomas Groome
specifically to managing church finances and said he became convinced the programs were needed
personnel.
after attending a convocation of clergy and laity a few
Duquesne University in Pittsburgh and Boston years ago.
College started programs in September, and Villanova
“We were speaking two different languages,”
University outside Philadelphia is offering an online Groome said. "The business people were talking about
master's degree in church management beginning this economies of scale. The bishops and the theologians
summer.
were bilking about the church being a sacrament of
3Tie concept is becoming more popular despite God’s reign in the world.”
some among the faithful who bristle at the notion of the
Jon Jakoblich, one of about nine students in Boston
church as a business, said Kerry Robinson, executive College’s on-campus program, enrolled in hopes
director of the National Leadership Roundtable on of landing a management role in a Catholic parish.
Church Management, a Roman Catholic group.
Jakoblich, 25, said that he wants to help with strategic
“It is true that the church is not a company, and we planning and leadership, and that this kind of education
respect and acknowledge that," Robinson said. “But it is necessary “to sustain the long-term health of the
is comprised of people, finances and facilities. Catholic church."
theology demands that those are managed well — and
At Villanova, the two-year, part-time master's
not just well, but to the highest, exemplary degrees of program is expected to gamer about two dozen
stewardship."
applications from Catholics and Protestants alike,
Better financial controls might have led to an Zech said. So far, about half the applicants are clergy.
earlier uncovering of the priest sexual-abuse scandal, Courses include financial reporting and controls; civil
said Charles Zech. director of
law and church law for church
Villanova’s Center for the Study of
administrators;
and
personnel
‘Anything he wanted,
Church Management. Numerous
management.
financial red flags were missed as
he charged. And
The Rev. Frank McGrath, the
dioceses and archdioceses quietly
new pastor at victimized St. John
nobody stopped him
settled with victims and paid for
Roman Catholic Church in Darien,
for years and years
treatment for priests.
Conn., said pastors should receive
More than 60 Catholic dioceses
and years. There was
some administrative training, either
responding to a survey by Zech and
at seminaries or from the diocese
no
accountability.”
a col league reported embezzlements
after being ordained.
within the past five years. The survey
A private detective hired in
got responses from only about half
2006
to investigate McGrath’s big
VITO COLUCCI JR.
of those contacted, but 60 amounts
spending predecessor, the Rev.
INVESTIGATOR
to around one-third of the nation's
Michael Jude Fay, found that he had
dioceses. About a half-dozen of the
secret bank accounts and flagrantly
dioceses that responded reported
abused church credit cards.
thefts of more than $5(X),0(X).
"Anything he wanted, he charged. And nobody
“If folks were better trained in management, a lot stopped him for years and years and ..years,"
of problems that churches face today could have been said investigator Vito Colucci Jr. "There was no
avoided," Zech said.
accountability.”
Just last year, the Associated Press found reports
A second investigation ordered by the Bridgeport
of more than 20 churches in 17 states dealing with Diocese found that the parish finance council had not
embezzlement cases. The cases included clergy or met regularly in recent years, largely because of Fay’s
church employees who were either charged with, absences from the parish. Fay was diagnosed with
sentenced for, convicted of or pleaded guilty to stealing cancer in 2(X)I and frequently cited his health when
religious funds.
asked about church finances.
The frauds involved many denominations, and
The diocese has since instituted stricter financial
included a Roman Catholic priest in Virginia who controls and appointed a deacon with more than 30
admitted stealing at least $400.(XX) from his parishioners years of management experience to oversee the new
and a Lutheran youth minister in Pennsylvania charged initiatives. The changes include an Internet-based
with embezzling more than $68,(XX).
accounting system that all 87 parishes began using
Last fall, Boston College — a Catholic school, like last May; new financial reports; and an updated parish
Duquesne and Villanova — began offering a master's accounting manual.
in pastoral ministry with a concentration in church
Fay is set to report to federal prison in April to begin
management. It also offers dual master’s degrees in serving more than three years. But some parishioners
ministry and business.
were so hurt they left.
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WASHINGTON
(AP)
— President Bush said Tuesday
that recent displays of nooses are
disturbing and indicate that some
Americans may be losing sight
of the suffering that blacks have
endured across the nation.
“The noose is not a symbol
of prairie justice, but of gross
injustice,” the president said.
“Displaying one is not a harmless
prank. Lynching is not a word to be
mentioned in jest.”
As a civil society, Americans
should agree that noose displays
and lynching jokes are “deeply
offensive,” Bush said.
For decades, the noose was a
symbolic part of a campaign of
violence, fear and intimidation
against blacks, the president
said. Sometimes, he added, it
was orchestrated by the law
enforcement officers charged with
protecting them. Bush also said the
noose was a tool for intimidation
and killing that conveyed a sense of
powerlessness to millions of blacks
throughout the country.
'Hie Justice Department says it
is actively investigating a number
of noose incidents at schixils, work
places and neighborhoods around

the country.
The Rev. Al Sharpton. who was
at the White House, said he was
pleased that Bush addressed the
issue.
Sharpton helped organize a
massive rally in September in
Jena. I .a., to protest what marchers
believed to be the unfair treatment
of six black students charged with
beating a white student at Jena High
School. The beating came months
after three other white students
were suspended, but not criminally
chaiged, for hanging nixises in a
tree at the school.
“I am encouraged that the
president addressed the issue that
caused me to bring 30,(XX) marchers
to Jena. I Louisiana, in September
and 50,000 marchers in front of
the U.S. Department of Justice on
November 16th,” Sharpton said.
He said he hoped the president
has discussed specific legislation
to address the rising tide of hate
crimes and increasing displays of
nooses.
The FBI reported in November
that hate-crime incidents in the
United States rose in 2(X)6 by nearly
8 percent. Police across the nation
reported 7,722 criminal incidents in
2006 targeting victims or property
as a result of bias against a particular
race, religion, sexual orientation,

ethnic or national origin or physical
or mental disability. ITiat was up
7.8 percent from the 7,163 incidents
reported in 2005.
At the event. Bush honored Rep.
John Lewis, the Georgia Democrat
who was a leader of the civil rights
movement and organized freedom
rides, sit-ins and voter registration
drives; and William Coleman, the
first black American to be a clerk
on the U.S. Supreme Court and
who served as President Ford’s
transportation secretary. Coleman
thus was the first black to hold
a Cabinet post in a Republican
administration.
Bush also recognized Ernest
Green, one of the nine black
students in Little Rock, Ark.,
who were escorted into the city’s
all-white Central High School
following the historic Brown vs.
Board of Education of the mid
1950s. and Otis Williams, a leader
of the “The Temptations.”
After the president’s remarks,
his podium was replaced with five
microphones and the members
of the group, sporting gray suits
trimmed in black, got the packed
East Room clapping in time to their
music. By the end of the eighth
tune, "My Girl," the group had
the audience standing and singing
along.

YOUR A-MAIZE-ING FUTURE:
GRADUATE STUDY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAjN

February 18, 2008
Time: 4:00 - 6:00 PM

Kirkhof Center
Grand River Room

Representatives from the University of Michigan Graduate School will
be here to answer questions about Doctorate and Masters programs in;
Professional Education

Business (F*h.D)

yi i

***

Economics (Masters ft Ph.D)

■

“1

Psychology

Nursing (F^.D)

Biomedical Engineering

Public Health (Masters ft F’h.D)

Business Info Technology

Programs in Biomedical
Sciences (PIBS)

Information and Computer
Science and Technology
Health Administration

Medical School
Women and Gender Studies

Group session at 4:00 pm followed by breakout sessions
with U of M representatives. Refreshments & Door Prizes!
More Information: Contact the SMART Center at 331.8585 or smartstu@gvsu.edu
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Australian Parliament apologizes to Aborigines
The government
apologizes
for ‘indignity\
degradation' to
indigenous people
By Rohan Sullivan
Associated Press Writer

CANBERRA, Australia (AP)
— Aborigines organized breakfast
barbecues in the Outback, schools
held assemblies and giant TV
screens went up in state capitals
Wednesday as Australians watched
a live broadcast of their government
apologizing for policies that
degraded its indigenous people.
In a historic parliamentary vote
that supporters said would open
a new chapter in race relations,
lawmakers unanimously adopted
Prime Minister Kevin Rudd’s
motion on behalf of all Australians.
“We apologize for the laws and
policies of successive parliaments
and governments that have inflicted
profound grief, suffering and loss
on these our fellow Australians,”
Rudd said in Parliament, reading
from the motion.
Aborigines remain the country’s
poorest and most disadvantaged
group, and Rudd has made
improving their lives one of his
government’s top priorities.
As part of that campaign.
Aborigines were invited for the first
time to give a traditional welcome
Tuesday at the official opening of
the I’arliament session — symbolic
recognition that the land on which
the capital was built was taken from
Aborigines without compensation.
The apology is directed at tens of
thousands of Aborigines who were
forcibly taken from their families
as children under now abandoned
assimilation policies.
“We apologize for the laws and
policies of successive parliaments
and governments that have inflicted
profound grief, suffering and loss

on these our fellow Australians,” divisive debate and a decade
the apology motion says.
of refusals by the previous
‘To the mothers and the fathers, conservative government that lost
the brothers and the sisters, for November’s elections.
the breaking up of families and
It places Australia among a
communities, we say sorry.
handful of nations that have offered
“And for the indignity and official apologies to oppressed
degradation thus inflicted on a minorities, including Canada's
proud people and a proud culture,
1998 apology to its native peoples,
we say sorry.”
South Africa’s 1992 expression of
The reading of Australia's regret for apartheid and the U.S.
apology and the parliamentary Congress’ 1988 law apologizing
vote was broadcast nationally, and to Japanese-Americans for their
people across the country watched, internment during World War II.
from the Outback breakfasts to the
In a speech uiging lawmakers
school assemblies.
to support the motion, Rudd also
More than 1,000 people gathered offered an apology on behalf of the
at two giants screens outside government. “As prime minister
Parliament House watched Rudd’s of Australia, I am sorry,” he said.
speech in silence, many waving “On behalf of the government of
Australian and Aboriginal flags. Australia, I am sorry.... I offer you
Applause broke out occasionally, this apology without qualification.”
but mostly they listened intently.
Rudd received a standing
“It’s great to get behind what ovation from lawmakers and from
the government’s trying to do; scores of Aborigines and other
bring black and white Australians dignitaries who were invited to
together,” said William Murray, Parliament towitness the event.
a non-indigenous
17-year-old Many wiped away tears as Rudd
student who traveled fix- four hours spoke.
by bus from Sydney to witness the
Aborigines
lived
mostly
as hunter-gatherers for tens of
occasion.
thousands of
Aboriginal
classmate Cyril
years before
“...And for the
Johnson, 17, also
Britishcolonial
settlers landed
welcomed
the
indignity and
apology.
at what is now
degradation thus
Sydney
“It’s
really
in
inflicted on a proud
1788.
good
everyone
realizes now they
Today,
people and a proud
did a bad job
there
are
culture, we say sorry.”
in the old days
about 450,000
and the apology
Aborigines
in Australia's
is really good,”
AUSTRALIAN APOLOGY
population of
Johnson said.
MOTION
“This is a
21
million.
historic day,” said
They are the
Tom Calma, who
country’s
was selected by Stolen Generations poorest group, with the highest
organizations to give a formal rates of jailing, unemployment and
response to the apology. ‘Today illiteracy. Their life expectancy
our leaders across the political is 17 years shorter than other
spectrum have chosen dignity, Australians.
hope and respect as the guiding
The debate about an apology
principles for the relationship with was spurred by a government
our nation’s first people.”
inquiry into policies that from 1910
The apology ended years of until the 1970s resulted in lOOJXX)

AP Photo / Mark Baker

Public apology: Australian Prime Minister Kevin Rudd, left, signs a autograph for an Aboriginal woman after delivering a
speech where he apologized to its indigenous people for past treatment that "inflicted profound grief, suffering and loss,"
in a historic parliamentary vote that supporters said would open a new chapter for race relations in the country in Canberra,
Australia, Wednesday.

mostly mixed-blood Aboriginal
children being taken from their
parents under state and federal laws
based on a premise that Aborigines
were dying out.
Most weredeeply traumatized by
the loss of their families and culture,
the inquiry concluded, naming
them the “Stolen Generations.” Its
1997 report recommended a formal
apology and reparations for the
victims.
Rudd ruled out compensation
— a stance that helped secure
support for the apology among
the many Australians who believe
they should not be held responsible
for past policies, no matter how
flawed.
He pledges instead to lift the
living standards of all Aborigines,
and on Tuesday outlined bold
taigets for cutting infant mortality,
illiteracy and early death rates
among indigenous people within a

decade.
Aboriginal leaders generally
welcomed the apology, though
some said it was empty rhetoric
without addressing the issue of
compensation.
Noel Pearson, a respected
Aborigine leader from Queensland
state, wrote in The Australian
newspaper on Tuesday that offering
an apology without compensation
meant: “Blackfellas will get the
words, the whitefellas keep the
money.”
Marcia Uington, an Aborigine
academic at the University of
Melbourne, also said the question
of compensation must be addressed,
but celebrated the apology as a huge
step forward.
“I think that it’s impossible to
feel any kind of cynicism at all, if
you can understand how much it
means to people who have lived
through these events and been

removed from their families,” she
told Australian Broadcasting Corp.
Michael Mansell, spokesman
for the rights group the National
Aboriginal Alliance, said the
word “sorry” was one that “Stolen
Generation members will be very
relieved is finally being used.”
Mansell, who has urged the
government to establish an $880
million compensation fund, said he
still hoped Rudd would be open to
the idea.
Tony Abbott, the indigenous
affairs spokesman for the main
opposition coalition, said his bloc
had reversed its previous objection
to the apology in part because
Rudd promised there would be no
compensation.
“As far as the opposition is
concerned, this apology creates
no new rights or entitlements. We
are guaranteed that by the prime
minister,” Abbott said.

Prosecution makes final argument in murder trial of ex-patrolman
Man faces death penalty if
convicted of killing woman who
was pregnant with his child
By Joe Milicia
Associated Press Writer

CANTON, Ohio (AP) — A former police officer
intentionally killed his pregnant lover to get out of
child support payments, a prosecutor told jurors
during his closing argument Tuesday.
Defendant Bobby Cutts Jr. had testified on
Monday that he accidentally killed Jessie Davis
with an elbow to her neck as he was trying to leave
her house.

However, Assistant prosecutor Dennis Barr told
the jury on Tuesday that Cutts’ story makes no
sense. Barr said Cutts wanted Davis and her fetus
dead because of mounting debt and child support
for a fourth child.
“He knew when he was suffocating Jessie, when
he was strangling Jessie, he was killing that baby
inside her,” Barr said.
Cutts has pleaded not guilty to charges including
aggravated murder in the deaths of Davis and her
fetus. If he is convicted he could be sentenced to
death.
Defense attorney Fernando Mack opened his
closing argument by conceding that Cutts must
take responsibility for dumping Davis’ body in a
park and leaving his 21/2-year-old son home alone

for more than 24 hours.
But Mack said those actions don’t prove Cutts
committed aggravated murder.
“They don’t even come close,” he said.
He pointed out that no witnesses testified that
Cutts had been complaining about child support
payments or about Davis’ pregnancy.
Mack also reminded jurors that the medical
examiner could not determine the cause of Davis’
death and that a key witness, Cutts’ friend Myisha
Ferrell, didn’t testify that Cutts strangled Davis.
AP Photo / Bob Rossiter

Disgraced: Former Canton patrolman Bobby Cutts Jr testifies
in his trial, Monday in Canton, Ohio. Cutts could receive the
death penalty if convicted of killing Jessie Marie Davis, who
was nine months pregnant with his child.
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Imad Mughniyeh, Hezbollah militant, is dead
Militant accused
of masterminding
killings of
Americans in
Lebanon dies
By Sam F. Ghattas
Associated Press Writer

BEIRUT, I Lebanon (AP) —
Imad Mughniyeh, the suspected
mastermind of dramatic attacks on
the U.S. Embassy and U.S. Marine
barracks that killed hundreds of
Americans in l^ebanon in the
1980s, has died in a car bombing
in Syria.
The Islamic militant group
Hezbollah and its Iranian backers
on Wednesday blamed Israel for the
killing of Mughniyeh, Hezbollah’s
security chief in the 1980s who was
one of the world’s most wanted
and elusive terrorists. Israel denied
involvement.
Hezbollah did not say how or
where Mughniyeh was killed. But
Iranian state television and the
National Organization for Human
Rights in Syria said he died in a
car bombing in the Syrian capital
Damascus on Tuesday night.
Hezbollah’s announcement of
the death came a few hours after a
late night explosion in Damascus
destroyed a vehicle. Witnesses
in the Syrian capital said at the
time that a passerby was killed
as security forces sealed off the

area and removed the body. But
authorities there would not give
details.
“Ibis action is yet another
brazen example of organized state
terrorism by the Zionist regime,”
I ran ian Foreign M i n istry spokesman
Mohammad Ali Hosseini said,
according to the state news agency
IRNA. He called on the wtrrid to
"prevent the Zionist regime from
taking these actions that are a clear
violation of international law.”
Mughniyeh, 45, was believed
to have directed a group that held
Westerners hostage in Lebanon.
Among them was journalist Terry
Anderson, a formerAssociated FVess
chief Middle East correspondent
who was held captive for six years.
Mughniyeh, who had been in
hiding for years, was one of the
fugitives indicted in the United
States for planning and participating
in the 1985 hijacking of a TWA
airliner in which a U.S. Navy diver
was killed. He is on an FBI most
wanted list with a $5 million bounty
on his head for that indictment.
Israel
accused
him
of
involvement in the 1992 bombing
of Israel’s embassy in Argentina in
which 29 people were killed and
the blast at a Buenos Aires Jewish
center two years later that killed
95.
Hezbollah, whose top leader
Hassan Nasrallah has been largely
in hiding since the 2006 war
fearing Israeli assassination, did not
immediately threaten revenge.
“With all pride, we declare a
great jihadist leader of the Islamic

resistance in Lebanon joining the
martyrs," said a statement carried
on Hezbollah television. “The
brother commander hajj Imad
Mughinyeh became a martyr at the
hands of the Zionist Israelis.”
Iranian media reported that
an Iranian school and a Syrian
intelligence office were in the same
area of Kafar Soussa where the
explosion in Damascus occurred.
One report said Mughniyeh
was leaving his house and about to
get into his car when it exploded.
Another said he was attending a
ceremony at the Iranian school in
Damascus and was killed as he left
the function.
Israel denied involvement and
said it was looking into the death.
“Israel rejects the attempt by
terror groups to attribute to it any
involvement in this incident. We
have nothing further to add,” read
the statement from Prime Minister
Ehud Olmert's office.
Syria has not commented on the
death. If confirmed that Syria was
hosting Mughniyeh, it would be an
embarrassment for the government
of President Bashar Assad. Syria
is accused of hosting a number of
Palestinian extremist groups and
has been accused by the U.S. of
sponsoring terrorism.
The death could also could
further stir up tumioil in deeply
divided Lebanon,
where a
Hezbollah-led opposition is locked
in a bitter power struggle with
the Western-backed government.
Hezbollah called for a massive
gathering of its supporters for

Mughniyeh’s funeral in southern
Beirut on Thursday.
Mughniyeh was Hezbollah
security chief during a turbulent
period in Lebanon’s civil war. He
has been accused of masterminding
the April 1983 car bombing of
the U.S. Embassy in Beirut that
killed 63 people, including 17
Americans, and the simultaneous
truck bombings of the U.S. Marine
barracks and French military base
in Beirut, killing 58 French soldiers
and 241 Marines.
He was indicted in the United
States for the 1985 TWA hijacking
in which Shiite militants seized
the 747 and flew it back and
forth between Beirut and Algiers
demanding the release of 1 Lebanese
Shiites captured by Israel.
During the hijacking, the body
of Navy diver Robert Stethem,
a passenger on the plane, was
dumped on the tarmac of Beirut
airport.
During Lebanon’s civil war,
Mughniyeh was also believed to
have directed a string of kidnappings
of Americans and other foreigners,
including Anderson — who was
held for six years until his release
in 1991 — and CIA station chief
William Buckley, who was killed
in 1985.
Anderson was the last American
hostage freed in a complicated
deal that involved Israel’s release
of Lebanese prisoners, Iran’s
sway with the kidnappers, Syria’s
influence and — according to
an Iranian radio broadcast —
promises by the United States and

Germany not to retaliate against the
kidnappers.
Giandomenioo Picco, an Italian
diplomat working at the time as a
special assistant to U.N. Secretary
General Javier Perez de Cuellar,
said he was certain but never able
to absolutely confirm that the
hooded man he met in the slums of
Beirut to finalize the deal was Imad
Mughniyeh.
Mughinyeh’s killing was the
first major attack against a leader of
Hezbollah since the 1992 helicopter
strike that killed the Hezbollah
secretary-general Sheik Abbas
Mussawi in southern Lebanon.
Little has been known about
him since the end of the Lebanese
civil war and Hezbollah has
regularly refused to talk about him.
Wednesday’s announcement of his
death was the first mention of him
in years.
Al-Manar
on
Wednesday
aired a rare picture of Mughniyeh
— showing a burly, bespectacled
man with a black beard wearing
a military camouflage and a
military cap. It did not say when
the picture was taken. Mughniyeh
has been reported by the media
and intelligence agencies to have
undergone plastic surgery to avoid
detection as he moved around in
the 1990s.
American intelligence officials
have described Mughniyeh as
Hezbollah’s operations chief,
who was believed to have moved
between Lebanon, Syria and Iran
in disguise.
Mughniyeh’s
last
public

AP Photo / Alejandro Pagni

Horrible actions: Firefighters and
rescue workers search through the
rubble of the Buenos Aires Jewish
Community center in this July 18. 1994,
file photo after a car bomb rocked the
building Imad Mughniyeh, the militant
accused of attacks that left hundreds of
Americans and Israelis dead, including
a U.S Navy diver during the infamous
1985 hijacking of a TWA jetliner, has
been killed, Hezbollah said Wednesday.

appearance was believed to be at
the funeral of his brother Fuad, who
was killed on Dec. 12, 1994, when
a booby-trapped car blew up in the
southern suburb of Beimt.
In 2006, Mughniyeh was
reported to have met with hardline
Iranian
F*resident
Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad in Syria.
Tehran and the country’s
paramilitary Revolutionary Guards
have never publicly disclosed
the extent of their links with their
protege Hezbollah.

Senate approves legal immunity for telecoms in eavesdropping legislation
By Pamela Hess
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate
on Tuesday approved new rules for
government eavesdropping on phone
calls and e-mails, giving the White House
much of the latitude it wanted and granting
legal immunity to telecommunications
companies that helped in the snooping
after the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
Protection for the telecom companies
is, the most prominent feature of the
legislation, something FYesident Bush had
insisted on as essential to getting private
sector cooperation in spying on foreign
terrorists and other targets. The bill would
give retroactive protection to companies
that acted without court permission.
The House did not include the
immunity provision in a similar bill it
passed last year. House Republicans now
want to adopt the Senate bill, which would
avoid contentious negotiations to work
out differences between the competing
legislation.
About 40 lawsuits have been filed
against telecom companies by people
alleging violations of wiretapping and
privacy laws.

Bush promised to veto any new
surveillance bill that did not protect the
companies, arguing that it is essential if
the private sector is to give the government
the help it needs.
The president called the Senate bill
a good piece of legislation that allows
the intelligence community to monitor
communications of foreign terrorists
while protecting Americans’ liberties. He
urged the House to pass the bill and send it
to his desk without delay.
The Senate bill provides “fair and
just liability protection to those private
companies who have been sued for
billions of dollars only because they are
believed to have done the right thing and
assisted the nation after the September
11 th terrorist attacks,” Bush said.
House Judiciary Committee Chairman
John Conyers said Tuesday he still opposes
retroactive immunity.
“There is no basis for the broad
telecommunications
company
amnesty provisions advocated by the
administration.” Conyers wrote in a
letter to White House Counsel Fred
Fielding asking for documents about the
wiretapping program. The documents
have been withheld from Congress.
The 68-29 Senate vote Tuesday to

found that the companies acted in good
faith and on the request of the president or
attorney general.
While giving the White House what
it wanted on immunity, the Senate also
expanded the power of the court to oversee
government eavesdropping on Americans.
The amendment would give the FISA
court the authority to monitor whether the
government is complying with procedures
designed to protect the privacy of innocent
Americans whose telephone or computer
communications are captured during
surveillance of a foreign target.
The bill would also require FISA
court orders to eavesdrop on Americans
who are overseas. Under current law, the
government can wiretap or search the
possessions of anyone outside the United
States — even a soldier serving overseas
— without court permission if it believes
the person may be a foreign agent.
“You don’t lose your rights when you
leave American soil,” Sen. Ron Wyden,
D-Ore., said in an interview. Wyden
wrote the provision into the bill when it
was still being considered by the Senate
Intelligence Committee. “In the digital age,
an American’s rights shouldn’t depend on
their physical geography."

Doubtful they can work out the
differences in the bills by then. Democrats
in both the Senate and the House prepared
short-term extensions that would keep the
law in effect for several more weeks. Senate
Republican leader Mitch McConnell of
Kentucky blocked an extension attempt
Tuesday. Rep. Lamar Smith of Texas, the
senior Republican on the House Judiciary
Committee, said Republicans in the House
would fight another extension and said
Bush would not sign it.
On the way to passage, the Senate
rejected by a vote of 67-31 a move to strip
away a grant of retroactive legal immunity
for the companies. It also rejected two
amendments that sought to water down
the immunity provision.
One of the amendments, co
sponsored by Republican Arlen Specter
of Pennsylvania and Democrat Sheldon
Whitehouse of Rhode Island, would have
substituted the government for the telecom
companies in lawsuits, allowing the court
cases to go forward but shifting the cost
and burden of defending the program.
The other, pushed by California
Democrat Dianne Feinstein, would
have given a secret court that oversees
government surveillance inside the United
States the power to dismiss lawsuits if it

update the 1978 Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act belied the nearly two
months of stops and starts and bitter
political wrangling that preceded it.
The two sides had battled to balance
civil liberties with the need to conduct
surveillance on potential adversaries.
At issue is the government’s post-9/11
Terrorist Surveillance Program, which
circumvented a secret court created 30
years ago to oversee such activities.
The court was part of the 1978 Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act. a law written
in response to government abuse of its
surveillance authority against Americans.
The surveillance law has been updated
repeatedly since then. Congress hastily
adopted a FISA modification in August in
the face of dire warnings from the White
House that changes in telecommunications
technology and FISA court rulings
were dangerously constraining the
government’s ability to intercept terrorist
communications.
Shortly after its passage, privacy and
civil liberties groups said the new law gave
the government unprecedented authority
to spy on Americans, particularly those
who communicate with foreigners.
That law, already extended once,
expires Feb. 16.
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Week in
pop culture
Billboard Top 10 albums
1. “As 1 Am” — Alicia Keys
2. “Juno” — Soundtrack
3. “The Bedlam in Goliath”
— The Mars Volta
4. “ Scream Aim Fire”
— Bullet for My Valentine
5. “2008 Grammy Nominees”
— Various Artists
6. “Growing Pains”
— Mary J. Blige
7. “Hannah Montana 2: NonStop Dance Party”
— Hannah Montana
8. “Just Like You”
— Keyshia Cole
9. “Taylor Swift”
— Taylor Swift
10. “Hannah Montana 2
(Soundtrack)”/"Meet Miley
Cyrus” — Miley Cyrus
iTunes Top 10 downloads
1. “Low” — Flo Rida
(featuring T-Pain)
2. "Don’t Stop the Music”
— Rihanna
3. “New Soul” — Yael Naim
4. “Love Song”
— Sara Bareilles
5. “With You”
— Chris Brown
6. “See You Again”
— Miley Cyrus
7. “Sorry” — Buckcherry
8. “Take You There”
— Sean Kingston
9. “No One” — Alicia Keys
10. “Rehab”
— Amy Winehouse
DVD releases
1. “Tyler Perry's Why Did I
Get Married?” (PG-13)
Starring Janet Jackson, Malik
Yoba and Jill Scott
2. “No Reservations” (PG)
Starring Catherine ZetaJones, Abigail Breslin and
Aaron Eckhart
3. “We Own the Night” (R)
Starring Joaquin Phoenix,
Mark Wahl berg and Eva
Mendes
4. “Gone Baby Gone” (R)
SttttTfng Casey Affleck,
Michelle Monaghan and Amy
Ryan
5. “Becoming Jane” (PG)
Starring Anne Hathaway,
James Cromwell and James
McAvoy
6. “Martian Child” (PG)
Starring John Cusack. Bobby
Coleman and Amanda Peet
7. “Romance & Cigarettes”

(R)
Starring James Gandolttni,
Susan Sarandon and Kate
Winslet
8. “Dedication" (R)
Starring Billy Crudup. Mandy
Moore and Martin Freeman

Brandy Arnold, A&E Editor
arts@lanthorn.com

'Shifting Scale' exhibits intimac
Husband, wife display
art for first time together
at GVSU Art Gallery
By Jessica Pawlowski
GVL Staff Writer

The work of Norwood Viviano and
Sarah Lindley will be on display together
for the first time tonight.
The opening reception for “Shifting
Scale,” an exhibition of intimate objects
by Viviano and l.indley, is from 5 to 7 p.m.
in the Grand Valley State University’s Art
Gallery in the Performing Arts Center.
“I invited them to show at GVSU
because 1 love their work and admire their
talents,” said Henry Matthews, organizer
of the exhibition and faculty in the Art
Gallery and Collections.
Viviano is a professor of sculpture
at GVSU in the Department of Art
and Design and Lindley is an assistant
professor of art at Kalamazoo College.
“They work quite differently and this
will be their first exhibition together as
artists and a husband and wife team,”
Matthews said.
Matthews said he found it interesting
to see what a husband and wife, both
whom are artists, would do in terms of
an exhibition to compliment each others’
work. He thought it would be fun to bring
them together, he added.
“I was surprised to learn that they
have never done an exhibition together,”
he said. "The challenge for them is to
present a unified exhibition yet maintain

their individuality.”
Viviano’s
work
entitled
“First
Generation Artifacts” is based on Italian
American heirlooms, focusing on objects
brought to America during the great
immigration of the early 20th century.
Lindley’s work entitled “Poppenhuis:
Rendering Domestic Display” is based on
Dutch cabinet houses from the 17th and
18th centuries.
Matthews said they have taken objects
that would normally be one scale and
interpreted these objects in a different
scale, hence the exhibition’s name.
When Viviano’s grandmother came
from Italy as an immigrant, she brought
with her a collar that was made of very
tine lace.
Matthews said Viviano took a wax
impression of the lace collar then made a
cast of the wax impression in bronze.
"The lace collar has a very finite life,”
Matthews said. "It will fall apart, that’s
what happens to textile pieces.”
Viviano said he was interested in
casting the objects in bronze to archive
the originals in their current condition and
impede their further deterioration.
“So now it’s almost identical in detail
that the lace collar was but it’s made in
bronze,” Matthews said. “It becomes a
very different object — difficult to hold
compared to this lace object.”
Lindley. who works in clay, is especially
interested in particular furniture types that
in the real scale would be 6 to 8 feet tall.
Matthews said. Her work will include
miniature renditions of Dutch cabinet
houses.
The Dutch cabinet houses would be

GV to experience

GVl / Caitlin Grubb

Intimate art: This piece by Norwood Viviano is showing in “Shifting Scale" at the GVSU Art Gallery The
piece is titled "First Generation Artifact: Button Box Accordion."

very specifically displayed cases that
would actually hold a doll house. They
were used to teach a young girl how to
run a house.
Lindley said the cabinets were created
by only a few unusually independent
women who collected the contents of
their interiors and placed them behind
closed doors during a time when the act
of collecting was considered masculine.
“What we would think of being a
toy was never meant to be a toy but is
reduced to a very toy-like scale (in this
exhibition),” Matthews said.
Lindley’s fascination with the cabinet
house resides in its complexity of form
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Louis Armstrong,
Dizzy
Gillespie, John Coltrane and
Miles Davis — some have heard
their names while others have
heard their songs.
But in a time when 50 Cent
and Soulja Boy dominate the
black music scene, often their
contributions to music go
unnoticed.
On Friday at 7 p.m. in the
Loosemore Auditorium on Pew
Campus. Dr. John Hair & the
New Connections will present
“An Evening of Jazz: From
Bebop to Afro-American Funk”
as part of Grand Valley State
University’s
Black
History
Month celebration.
“We wanted to educate
the community on the history

of jazz,” said Jermale Eddie,
assistant director of the Office
of Multicultural Affairs. “We
thought the best way to do that
was to bring in someone local
to this area. We have some great
talent right under our noses.”
Hair is a trombonist, composer
and bandleader who earned a
Bachelor of Science and Master
of Education in instrumental
music and music administration
from Wayne State University
and a doctorate degree from
Western Michigan University.
Throughout his career he has
performed across the country,
including Motown Record in
Detroit during the ‘60s.
Hair will give a lecture about
Bebop and Bebop-funk-jazz that
spans three decades from the
‘4()s into the ‘70s.
“I’m
looking
at
the
development of jazz and how it

jpawlowski@lanthorn.com
See more: Visit www.
lanthorn.com for a slideshow

Trumpeters to compete

,i

in national tournament

'An Evening of Jazz'
By Brandy Arnold

and meaning, she said.
“My methods of construction suggests
the repetitive, the decorative and the
obsessive — creating a new narrative that
references a quest for beauty, but is riddled
with imperfections,” Lindley said.
“Shifting Scale” runs through March
12. Admission is free. The Art Gallery
is located in Room 1121 PAC. For more
information call (616) 331-2564 or visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/artgallery.

By Erika Stack
GVL Staff Writer

Courtesy Photo > www.cdbaby.com

Musical history: John Hair and the
New Connections will present "An
Evening^^" Friday

parallels the development of race
relations in the U.S.,” he said.
He defined Bebop as a musical
style in which artists attempted
to break the mold of traditional
standards of music. Bebop artists
rewrote standard melodies and
used their ability to play pre
existing songs much faster than
had been done before, he said.
“It really began as a rebellion,”
Hair said.
At the heart of this music
were ex-slaves, he added.
“The thing that is so interesting
See Jazz, B10

The auditorium is full,
the crowd is silent. Seated
in the house are hundreds
of competitors using trained
ears to pick out any mistakes,
knowing one flaw will put them
one step closer to a win.
And this year. Grand Valley
State University students will
step up to that challenge at the
National Trumpet Competition
in Fairfax, Va.
GVSU will be the most
represented school in the
undergraduate division, said
Richard Stoelzel, GVSU’s
associate professor of trumpet.
Trumpeters from all across
the nation submitted an
audition tape in order to be
selected for the competition
in Virginia. Three of the 27

Trumpeters: (left to right) Hunter
Eberly, Jeffrey Northman, Jeff
Lewandowski, Mark Peterson and
Alex Wilson.

trumpet ensembles and four
of the 45 soloists chosen to
compete in the semi-finals are
from GVSU.
See Competition, B10
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Out 'n' About to hold Pride Prom
By Brandy Arnold
GVL A A E Editor

Taking control: Sam Riley and Joe Anderson Star by'Cofrtntf "

‘Control’ is distant
but still effective
By Ryan R. Copping

GVl. Staff Writer

☆ ☆☆1/2 out of ☆☆☆☆
A lot of people are going to
be bored when they see “Control,
” the new film about the brief
life of post-punk icon lan Curtis.
“Control," the debut feature from
Dutch still photographer and music
video director Anton Corbijn, is
slow paced and somber, leading
to a downer ending when most
of the audience will know what’s
going in.
Curtis, of course, was the
lead singer of Joy Division, an
ironically named group based on
the nearly non-existent amount
of joy Curtis (newcomer Sam
Riley) found in his life — at least
according to this movie. Curtis is a
sad teenager in the early ‘70s Great
Britain who might have been
called an emo kid had he grown up
today. He is typical in terms of his
disaffected outlook, but unique in
his talent.
Curtis also does not have the
personal life often associated
with unde[ground artists. He does
not drink excessively, uses no
recreational drugs, maintains a
steady job at an employment office
and marries his friend Debbie
(Samantha Morton) at 19 years
old, all while singing in Warsaw, a
small time but popular band in his
home town of Manchester,
k But then there arc two
surprising events — the band,
neoamed Joy Division, gets a
pnly

Curtis discovers he has epilepsy
after suffering a seizure. The
doctors prescribe drugs that
make him groggy and aren’t very
effective. The band becomes
bigger and bigger, but Curtis’
marriage starts lo fail as he begins
an affair with a French music
reporter (Alexandra Maria Lara).
“Control” avoids the rock
biopic cliches. Joy Division never
argues, and Curtis’ problems
cannot be attributed to the
usual causes of a rock ‘n’ roll
downfall. What makes the film
so fascinating is it is difficult to
determine exactly what did kill
Curtis is a cipher, the audience
never understands his motives,
outlook and life, perhaps because
he does not know himself. At
times, it’s debatable as to whether
he feels anything at all. The
whole movie has a detached,
emotionless tone to it, as if
Corbijn was on Curtis’ energydraining epilepsy medication. But
that’s not a flaw. It helps to draw
us into Curtis’ head, at least as
much as anyone can be.
It is a forlorn conclusion that
a lot of people are going to be
disappointed with this movie. It
is neither fun nor exciting, it’s
black and white cinematography
lulls the viewer into a sedate
mood. This is not a film to watch
when one is sleepy or when one
is heading to a party afterward.
Nevertheless, “Control” is a very
good movie, and seems to be the
kind of thing Curtis would have
really liked.

Many college students look
back on their high school prom with
a smile and sense of nostalgia.
But for others the night was
anything but fun.
Grand Valley State University
student oiganization Out ‘n’ About
is giving all students who had a less
than stellar prom night, or no prom
night at all, a second chance to do
it right.
The first FYide FYom at GVSU is
at 9 p.m. on Saturday in the Grand
River Room of the Kirkhof Center.
“This is an event that is maybe
filling in for a g(xxl time missed in
high school,” said Milt Ford, Out
‘n’ About faculty adviser. “It’s for
the people who couldn’t or didn't
feel comfortable going to their
prom. We’re including everyone.”
Many people in the lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender
community have problems with
prom because of its “heterosexist”
nature, said Jazz McKinney,
president of Out V About.
While the senior from Detroit
was not allowed to go to prom with
her girlfriend, they still managed to
have a good time, she said.
“1 had to take a guy, but 1 took a

gay guy,” she said. “My girlfriend
and I took our two gay guy friends
that were together and then once
we got to the dance we kind of
traded.”
Because of the excitement
surrounding the event. Out ‘n’
About hopes to make Pride Prom
an annual dance, she added.
“It’s for anyone,” she said. “'The
theme is a rainbow mixer because
the rainbow is all of the colors and
we want a wide range of people.”
Students in Out ‘n’ About have
put on dances in the past, but
none as large as the FYide FYom.
The oiganization is considering
crowning a prom king and queen
to better invoke a prom theme.
They have also invited students in
Gay Straight Alliance from other
schtxils, McKinney said.
“We kind of got the idea from
Western,” she said. “We went last
year and it was a a lot of fun.”
Ford said events by Out ‘n’
Atxxjt such as the annual Drag
Show tend to be well attended by
a laige cross-section of the student
body. He hopes to continue this
trend with the FYide FYom, he said.
“Many people will be coming to
this event as LGBT, but it is fun for
everyone,” he said.
During her four years at GVSU

Cp/tLdLe
• -aAOffl
fr*e‘
grand rive* room
9pm - 1«m

february 16th
and as an Out ‘n’ About member,
McKinney has seen a laige
change in both the student and the
administration, she said.
“I’ve noticed it especially in the
last two years,” she said. “After the
bias incidents, the campus was fed
up and became a lot more accepting
place. There are even students who
will tell me that (LGBT) is against
their religious beliefs, but they don’t
think we should be discriminated
against.”
Meetings for Out ‘n’About draw
an average of 40 people per week.
The Drag Show moved from the
Cook-DeWitt Center to the Louis
Armstrong Theatre because of the
increase in attendance.
There are allies that do not
always come to meetings, but

(OAtunng WCKS DJ
Mmi-tormal lo formal drm

attend events, McKinney said.
‘To go to the Drag Show and
see a person who is hard-core
into the College Republicans, it’s
like whoa," she said. “People of
(xir generation are much more
accepting.”
McKinney said she encourages
everyone to go, if only to wear their
FYesidents’ Ball attire again.
Dress for the Pride Prom is semiformal to formal and admission is
free. For more information about
the LGBT community at GVSU
and Out ‘n’About, visit http://www.
gvsu.edu/lgtx.
arls@lanthom.com
See more: Go to the

editorial on page A4
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Professional

Internship & Job Fair
For all majors
West MI Career Connections & Health Career Day
DeVos Place Convention Center
(downtown Grand Rapids-303 Monroe Ave)

Tuesday, February 19, 2:00-6:00 p.m.
Meet with employers seeking
interns and full-time employees!
Positions available include:

Plan ahead:
Bring multiple copies of your
resume printed on high quality
paper
Dress professionally; a dark suit
and dress shoes are the norm
Research registered companies;
recruiters are not impressed by
students who ask “So, what does
your company do?”
Prepare a brief introduction that
succinctly tells a recruiter about
you

Community Relations
Customer Service Associate
Social Worker
Scientific Researcher
Engineer
Nurse
Exhibit Technician
Sales & Management Trainee
Physical Therapist
Event Planning Intern
Claim Representative
Graphic Designer
Criminal Justice Intern

V

FREE to attend!
No advanced registration
required!

...and many more!
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Week in
pop culture
Billboard Top 10 albums
1. “As I Am” — Alicia Keys
2. “Juno” — Soundtrack
3. “The Bedlam in Goliath"
— The Mars Volta
4. “ Scream Aim Fire”
— Bullet for My Valentine
5. “2008 Grammy Nominees"
— Various Artists
6. “Growing Pains”
— Mary J. Blige
7. “Hannah Montana 2: NonStop Dance Party”
— Hannah Montana
8. “Just Like You”
— Keyshia Cole
9. “Taylor Swift”
— Taylor Swift
10. “Hannah Montana 2
(Soundtrack)”/ “Meet Miley
Cyrus" — Miley Cyrus
iTunes Top 10 downloads
I. “Low” — Flo Rida
(featuring T-Pain)
2. “Don't Stop the Music”
— Rihanna
3. “New Soul” — Yael Naim
4. “Love Song”
— Sara Bareilles
5. “With You”
— Chris Brown
6. “See You Again”
— Miley Cyrus
7. “Sorry" — Buckcherry
8. “Take You There”
— Sean Kingston
9. "No One” — Alicia Keys
10. “Rehab”
— Amy Winehouse
DVD releases
1. “Tyler Perry's Why Did I
Get Married?” (PG-13)
Starring Janet Jackson, Malik
Yoba and Jill Scott
2. “No Reservations” (F*G)
Starring Catherine ZetaJones, Abigail Breslin and
Aaron Eckhart
3. “We Own the Night” (R)
Starring Joaquin Phoenix,
Mark Wahlberg and Eva
Mendes
4. “Gone Baby Gone” (R)
StatYfn^ Casey Affledc, /M •
Michelle Monaghan and Amy
Ryan
5. “Becoming Jane” (PG)
Starring Anne Hathaway,
James Cromwell and James
McAvoy
6. “Martian Child” (PG)
Starring John Cusack. Bobby
Coleman and Amanda Peet
7. “Romance & Cigarettes”

(R)
Starring James Gandolfini,
Susan Sarandon and Kate
Winslet
8. “Dedication” (R)
Starring Billy Crudup, Mandy
Moore and Martin Freeman

CUT HERE

Brandy Arnold, A&E Editor
arts@lanthorn.com
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'Shifting Scale' exhibits intimacy
Husband, wife display
art for first time together
at GVSU Art Gallery
By Jessica Pawlowski
GVl. Staff Writer

The work of Norwood Viviano and
Sarah Lindley will be on display together
for the first time tonight.
The opening reception for "Shifting
Scale,” an exhibition of intimate objects
by Viviano and Lindley, is from 5 to 7 p.m.
in the Grand Valley State University’s Art
Gallery in the Performing Arts Center.
“I invited them to show at GVSU
because I love their work and admire their
talents,” said Henry Matthews, organizer
of the exhibition and faculty in the Art
Gallery and Collections.
Viviano is a professor of sculpture
at GVSU in the Department of Art
and Design and Lindley is an assistant
professor of art at Kalamazoo College.
“They work quite differently and this
will be their first exhibition together as
artists and a husband and wife team,”
Matthews said.
Matthews said he found it interesting
to see what a husband and wife, both
whom are artists, would do in terms of
an exhibition to compliment each others’
work. He thought it would be fun to bring
them together, he added.
“I was surprised to learn that they
have never done an exhibition together,”
he said. “The challenge for them is to
present a unified exhibition yet mail.tain

their individuality.”
Viviano’s
work
entitled
“First
Generation Artifacts” is based on Italian
American heirlooms, focusing on objects
brought to America during the great
immigration of the early 20th century.
Lindley’s work entitled “Poppenhuis:
Rendering Domestic Display” is based on
Dutch cabinet houses from the 17th and
18th centuries.
Matthews said they have taken objects
that would normally be one scale and
interpreted these objects in a different
scale, hence the exhibition’s name.
When Viviano’s grandmother came
from Italy as an immigrant, she brought
with her a collar that was made of very
fine lace.
Matthews said Viviano took a wax
impression of the lace collar then made a
cast of the wax impression in bronze.
“The lace collar has a very finite life,”
Matthews said. “It will fall apart, that’s
what happens to textile pieces.”
Viviano said he was interested in
casting the objects in bronze to archive
the originals in their current condition and
impede their further deterioration.
“So now it's almost identical in detail
that the lace collar was but it’s made in
bronze,” Matthews said. “It becomes a
very different object — difficult to hold
compared to this lace object.”
Lindley, who works in clay, is especially
interested in particular furniture types that
in the real scale would be 6 to 8 feet tall,
Matthews said. Her work will include
miniature renditions of Dutch cabinet
houses.
The Dutch cabinet houses would be

GVl / Caitlin Grubb

Intimate art: This piece by Norwood Viviano is showing in "Shifting Scale" at the GVSU Art Gallery The
piece is titled "First Generation Artifact: Button Box Accordion."

very specifically displayed cases that
would actually hold a doll house. They
were used to teach a young girl how to
run a house.
Lindley said the cabinets were created
by only a few unusually independent
women who collected the contents of
their interiors and placed them behind
closed doors during a time when the act
of collecting was considered masculine.
“What we would think of being a
toy was never meant to be a toy but is
reduced to a very toy-like scale (in this
exhibition),” Matthews said.
Lindley’s fascination with the cabinet
house resides in its complexity of form

and meaning, she said.
“My methods of construction suggests
the repetitive, the decorative and the
obsessive — creating a new narrative that
references a quest for beauty, but is riddled
with imperfections,” Lindley said.
“Shifting Scale” runs through March
12. Admission is free. The Art Gallery
is located in Room 1121 PAC. For more
information call (616) 331-2564 or visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/artgallery.
jpawlow.ski@lanthorn.com
See more: Visit www.
lanthorn.com for a slideshow

GV to experience

Trumpeters to compete

'An Evening of Jazz'

in national tournament

By Brandy Arnold
GVL A & E Editor

Louis Armstrong,
Dizzy
Gillespie, John Coltrane and
Miles Davis — some have heard
their names while others have
heard their songs.
But in a time when 50 Cent
and Soulja Boy dominate the
black music scene, often their
contributions to music go
unnoticed.
On Friday at 7 p.m. in the
Loosemore Auditorium on Pew
Campus, Dr. John Hair & the
New Connections will present
“An Evening of Jazz: From
Bebop to Afro-American Funk”
as part of Grand Valley State
University’s
Black
History
Month celebration.
“We wanted to educate
the community on the history

of jazz,” said Jermale Eddie,
assistant director of the Office
of Multicultural Affairs. “We
thought the best way to do that
was to bring in someone local
to this area. We have some great
talent right under our noses.”
Hair is a trombonist, composer
and bandleader who earned a
Bachelor of Science and Master
of Education in instrumental
music and music administration
from Wayne State University
and a doctorate degree from
Western Michigan University.
Throughout his career he has
performed across the country,
including Motown Record in
Detroit during the ’60s.
Hair will give a lecture about
Bebop and Bebop-funk-jazz that
spans three decades from the
‘40s into the ’70s.
“I’m
looking
at
the
development of jazz and how it

By Erika Stack
GVL Staff Writer

Courtesy Photo / www.cdbaby.com

Musical history: John Hair and the
New Connections will present "An

EveningFriday r^
parallels the development of race
relations in the U.S.,” he said.
He defined Bebop as a musical
style in which artists attempted
to break the mold of traditional
standards of music. Bebop artists
rewrote standard melodies and
used their ability to play pre
existing songs much faster than
had been done before, he said.
“It really began as a rebellion,”
Hair said.
At the heart of this music
were ex-slaves, he added.
“The thing that is so interesting
See Jazz, B10

The auditorium is full,
the crowd is silent. Seated
in the house are hundreds
of competitors using trained
ears to pick out any mistakes,
knowing one flaw will put them
one step closer to a win.
And this year, Grand Valley
State University students will
step up to that challenge at the
National Trumpet Competition
in Fairfax, Va.
GVSU will be the most
represented school in the
undergraduate division, said
Richard Stoelzel, GVSU’s
associate professor of trumpet.
Trumpeters from all across
the nation submitted an
audition tape in order to be
selected for the competition
in Virginia. Three of the 27

Courtesy Photo / Jeffrey Northern

Trumpeters: (left to right) Hunter
Eberly, Jeffrey Northman, Jeff
Lewandowski, Mark Peterson and
Alex Wilson.

trumpet ensembles and four
of the 45 soloists chosen to
compete in the semi-finals are
from GVSU.
See Competition, B10
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College courses seek
to protect churches
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from embezzlers
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Bush calls modem day noose
displays 'deeply offensive'
By Deb Riechmann
Associated Press Writer

By Kathy Matheson
Associated Press Writer

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — The globe-trotting
priest from Connecticut drove a Jaguar, shopped at
Beigdorf Goodman and bought jewelry from Cartier,
all of it with money stolen from his church’s coffers.
By the time the parish finance council caught on, he
had embezzled $1.3 million.
Many U.S. churches have been victims of
embezzlement over the years, reflecting not just
AP Photo / Bob Child
moral weakness on the part of the wrongdoers, but lax Dishonest pastor: In this Sept 12, 2007 photo, the Rev
financial controls. Often, church budgets are overseen Michael Jude Fay, 56, former pastor of St John'sHoman
by volunteers or employees with little guidance or Catholic Church in Darien, Conn., leaves U.S District Court
professional training.
in New Haven, Conn Fay pleaded guilty to interstate
Now. some colleges are hoping to prevent such transportation of money obtained by fraud
faith-shattering abuses by offering programs devoted
Boston College theology professor Thomas Groome
specifically to managing church finances and said he became convinced the programs were needed
personnel.
after attending a convocation of cletgy and laity a few
Duquesne University in Pittsburgh and Boston years ago.
College started programs in September, and Villanova
“We were speaking two different languages,"
University outside Philadelphia is offering an online Groome said. “The business people were talking about
master’s degree in church management beginning this economies of scale. The bishops and the theologians
summer.
were talking about the church being a sacrament of
The concept is becoming more popular despite God’s reign in the world.”
some among the faithful who bristle at the notion of the
Jon Jakoblich, one of about nine students in Boston
church as a business, said Kerry Robinson, executive College’s on-campus program, enrolled in hopes
director of the National leadership Roundtable on of landing a management role in a Catholic parish.
Church Management, a Roman Catholic group.
Jakoblich, 25, said that he wants to help with strategic
“It is true that the church is not a company, and we planning and leadership, and that this kind of education
respect and acknowledge that,” Robinson said. “But it is necessary “to sustain the long-term health of the
is comprised of people, finances and facilities. Catholic church.”
theology demands that those are managed well — and
At Villanova, the two-year, part-time master’s
not just well, but to the highest, exemplary degrees of program is expected to gamer about two dozen
stewardship.”
applications from Catholics and Protestants alike,
Better financial controls might have led to an Zech said. So far. about half the applicants are cleigy.
earlier uncovering of the priest sexual-abuse scandal, Courses include financial reporting and controls; civil
said Charles Zech, director of
law and church law for church
Villanova’s Center for the Study of
administrators;
and
personnel
‘Anything he wanted,
Church Management. Numerous
management.
financial red flags were missed as
he charged. And
The Rev. Frank McGrath, the
dioceses and archdioceses quietly
new pastor at victimized St. John
nobody stopped him
settled with victims and paid for
Roman Catholic Church in Darien,
for years and years
treatment for priests.
Conn., said pastors should receive
More than 60 Catholic dioceses
and years. There was
some administrative training, either
responding to a survey by Zech and
at seminaries or from the diocese
no
accountability.”
a col league reported embezzlements
after being ordained.
within the past five years. The survey
A private detective hired in
got responses from only about half
2006 to investigate McGrath's big
VITO
COLUCCI
JR.
of those contacted, but 60 amounts
spending predecessor, the Rev.
INVESTIGATOR
to around one-thirci of the nation’s
Michael Jude Fay, found that he had
dioceses. About a half-dozen of the
secret bank accounts and flagrantly
dioceses that responded reported
abused church credit cards.
thefts of more than $500,000.
“Anything he wanted, he charged. And nobody
“If folks were better trained in management, a lot stopped him for years and years and ..years,”
of problems that churches face today could have been said investigator Vito Colucci Jr. “'There was no
avoided,” Zech said.
accountability.”
Just last year, the Associated Press found reports
A second investigation ordered by the Bridgeport
of more than 20 churches in 17 states dealing with Diocese found that the parish finance council had not
embezzlement cases. The cases included cletgy or met regularly in recent years, largely because of Fay’s
church employees who were either charged with, absences from the parish. Fay was diagnosed with
sentenced for, convicted of or pleaded guilty to stealing cancer in 2(X)1 and frequently cited his health when
religious funds.
asked about church finances.
The frauds involved many denominations, and
The diocese has since instituted stricter financial
included a Roman Catholic priest in Virginia who controls and appointed a deacon with more than 30
admitted stealing at least $400,(MX) from his parishioners years of management experience to oversee the new
and a Lutheran youth minister in Pennsylvania charged initiatives. The changes include an Internet-based
with embezzling more than $68,(XX).
accounting system that all 87 parishes began using
Last fall. Boston College — a Catholic school, like last May; new financial reports; and an updated parish
Duquesne and Villanova — began offering a master’s accounting manual.
in pastoral ministry with a concentration in church
Fay is set to report to federal prison in April to begin
management. It also offers dual master’s degrees in serving more than three years. But some parishioners
ministry and business.
were so hurt they left.
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WASHINGTON
(AP)
— President Bush said Tuesday
that recent displays of nooses are
disturbing and indicate that some
Americans may be losing sight
of the suffering that blacks have
endured across the nation.
“The rnx)se is not a symbol
of prairie justice, but of gross
injustice,” the president said.
“Displaying one is not a harmless
prank. Lynching is not a word to be
mentioned in jest.”
As a civil society, Americans
should agree that noose displays
and lynching jokes are “deeply
offensive,” Bush said.
For decades, the noose was a
symbolic part of a campaign of
violence, fear and intimidation
against blacks, the president
said. Sometimes, he added, it
was orchestrated by the law
enforcement officers chained with
protecting them. Bush also said the
noose was a tool for intimidation
and killing that conveyed a sense of
powerlessness to millions of blacks
throughout the country.
The Justice Department says it
is actively investigating a number
of noose incidents at schools, work
places and neighborhoods around

the country.
I "he Rev. Al Sharpton, who was
at the White House, said he was
pleased that Bush addressed the
issue.
Sharpton helped organize a
massive rally in September in
Jena, l .a., to protest what marchers
believed to be the unfair treatment
of six black students chaiged with
beating a white student at Jena High
School. The beating came months
after three other white students
were suspended, but not criminally
chained, for hanging nooses in a
tree at the school.
“I am encouraged that the
president addressed the issue that
caused me to bring 30,(XX) marchers
to Jena, Louisiana, in September
and 50,000 marchers in front of
the U.S. Department of Justice on
November 16th,” Sharpton said.
He said he hoped the president
has discussed specific legislation
to address the rising tide of hate
crimes and increasing displays of
nooses.
The FBI reported in November
that hate-crime incidents in the
United States rose in 2(X)6 by nearly
8 percent. Police across the nation
reported 7,722 criminal incidents in
2006 targeting victims or property
as a result of bias against a particular
race, religion, sexual orientation.

ethnic or national origin or physical
or mental disability. That was up
7.8 percent from the 7,163 incidents
reported in 2CX)5.
At the event. Bush honored Rep.
John Lewis, the Georgia Democrat
who was a leader of the civil rights
movement and organized freedom
rides, sit-ins and voter registration
drives; and William Coleman, the
first black American to be a clerk
on the U.S. Supreme Court and
who served as President Ford’s
transportation secretary. Coleman
thus was the first black to hold
a Cabinet post in a Republican
administration.
Bush also recognized Ernest
Green, one of the nine black
students in Little Rock, Ark.,
who were escorted into the city’s
all-white Central High School
following the historic Brown vs.
Board of Education of the mid
1950s, and Otis Williams, a leader
of the “'The Temptations.”
After the president’s remarks,
his podium was replaced with five
microphones and the members
of the group, sporting gray suits
trimmed in black, got the packed
East Room clapping in time to their
music. By the end of the eighth
tune, “My Girl,” the group had
the audience standing and singing
along.

YOUR A MAIZE-ING FUTURE:
GRADUATE STUDY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

February 18, 2008
Time: 4:00 * 6:00 PM

Kirkhof Center
Grand River Room

Representatives from the University of Michigan Graduate School will
be here to answer questions about Doctorate and Masters programs in:
Professional Education

Business (F’h.D)
Economics (Masters

4 F’h.D)

f

Garonwnt

7

^n-TKHI

Psychology

Nursing (Ph D)

Biomedical Engineering

Public Health (Masters 4 F’h.D)

Business Info Technology

Programs in Biomedical
Sciences (PIBS)

Information and Computer
Science and Technology

Medical School

Health Administration

Women and Gender Studies

Group session at 4:00 pm followed by breakout sessions
with U of M representatives. Refreshments & Door Prizes!
More Information: Contact the SMART Center at 331.8585 or smartstu@gvsu.edu
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Dave and Doogie by Jeremy Leiter

Weekly SUDOKU
by Linda Thistle
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Thursday
• 9 a m. to 5 p.m. "Art of Africa:
Objects from the Collection of
Warren Robbins" exhibition at
Frederik Meijer Gardens. Also on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
• 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. "Diana
Walker: Photojournalist" at the
Gerald R. Ford Museum. Also on
Friday.
• 10 a m. to 5 p.m. "Sosaku
Hanga: Post-War Japanese
Woodcut Prints" exhibition at
the Holland Museum. Also on
Friday.
• 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. The Design
Gallery at Design Quest presents
"Marvelous Marimekko." Also

on Friday.
Friday
• Noon to 10 p.m. Late Winter
Exhibitions at the Urban
Institute for Contemporary Arts.
Also on Friday, Saturday and

Art Museum.
• 6 p.m. La Dispute at
Skelletones.
• 6:30 p.m. Ice skating at Rosa
Parks Circle. Also on Friday and
Saturday.
• 7 p.m. Lakeshore Idol at the
Park Theatre in Holland.
• 7 p.m. "An Evening of Jazz:
From Bebop to Afro-American
Funk Jazz," featuring John
Hair & New Connections at
Loosemore Auditorium on the
Pew Campus.
• 7 p.m. "The Vagina
Monologues" at Wealthy
Theatre.
• 8:30 p.m. AP Theatrical
Productions presents
"Nunsense" at Till Midnight in
Holland. Also on Friday.

Sunday.

Jazz
continued from page B8

about jazz is it is truly a music
that grew out this country,” Hair
said. “There was a lot of racial
separation going on and over the
years blacks, whites and people
of the Caribbean came together
in spite of the laws on the books
through jazz. Music came before
race.”
The New Connections are a
“microcosm” of this mindset,
he added. The multiracial music
group is comprised of Hair, Dave
Hay on the piano, Jeff Beavan on
bass, Mike Van Lente on drums
and James Daniels on trumpet.
The group will also perform
arrangements by Hair containing
works by Armstrong and
Gillespie. Hair will also talk
about the group’s album “When
the Spirit Gets You,” which
contains all original tracks.
Hair said each song represents
a friend or family member who
has touched his life. Two songs.

“Rachel’s Waltz” and “Try it
Again” are dedicated to his
two sisters that were “surrogate
mothers to him,” he said.
“I know I’ve been blessed,”
Hair said, of his career. “I’ve
been able to do things many
people haven’t been able to do.
My education and career was
situated so that I accomplished
what I needed to right here in
West Michigan.”
While Hair’s career has taken
him from California to New York
City and Detroit, he and his wife
have settled in Muskegon.
But he looks back fondly on
his days at Motown, he said.
“We’re the ones that are
on the records, but when we
were (recording there) no one
really thought about it,” he said.
“Friday night you would be
playing a gig at a jazz club and
Saturday morning you’d be up
in the Motown studios recording
music for people like Stevie
Wonder, The Temptations and
The Miracles.”
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• 5 p.m. Friday Nights at the
GRAM, featuring live music and
art lecture at the Grand Rapids

9
2
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Saturday

2

• 7:30 p.m. "Rangeela,"
featuring international students
representing their home
countries in dance and song at
Calvin College Fine Arts Center.
• 9 p.m. The Intersection
presents the sixth annual
lingerie party "Dirty Rotten
Sexy."
• 9 p.m. Rush-Laser Light Show
at the Chaffee Planetarium
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Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and each
small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

in the Grand Rapids Public
Museum.
• 9:30 Chicago Rhythm and
Blues Kings at Billy's Lounge.
• 10 p.m. Wish You Were Here
laser light show at Chaffee

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★ ★
★ Moderate ★★ Challenging
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!

Planetarium in the Grand Rapids

© 2008 King Features Synd.. Inc.

Public Museum.

See Answers on B11

Sunday
• Noon. Jazzy Brunch at The
Melting Pot.
• 8 p.m. "Love Thy Neighbor" at
Holland Civic Theatre.

Hair said he has yet to see an
era as great as the Bebop and
Motown years.
“They were doing something
totally different than had ever
been done before,” he said.
“Where are those kind of people
now? The music just hasn’t
evolved, but hopefully one day
they’ll come along.”
Eddie said he expects a
“full house” on Friday, ranging
from students to community
members.
“Music has played a major
role in African and AfricanAmerican history,” he said. “To
have (Hair) present and perform
is a great honor.”
Hair said he looks forward
to starting a dialogue at GVSU
about the music, because “there’s
nothing like jazz.”
“There’s a saying that music
is God’s voice,” he said. “If it is,
he’s got a beautiful voice.”

Competition
continued from page B8

GVSU semi-finalists include
Adam Cuthbert, a sophomore
from Farmington, seniors Hunter
Eberly from Muskegon, Jeffrey
Lewandowski from Livonia and
Jeffrey Northman from Mount
Clemens. Alumnus Paul Mueller
will also be performing in the
Master’s Solo Division of the
competition.
Northman is the first trumpeter
from GVSU to be a finalist in the
Historic Trumpet Division of the
competition where he will be
required to perform a solo piece
from the Baroque era, the period
during which Handel and Bach
composed their music.
Baroque trumpet is much
different from modem trumpet,
Northman said, as it “usually
has no valves and plays a lot
higher.”
Northman has performed in
the National Competition in an
ensemble twice before, but will
be performing as a soloist and in

the historic division for the first
time this year.
Cuthbert submitted a solo
piece by Paul Hindemith, and
will be playing the same piece
in the competition, he said. The
piece was written as an homage
to World War II and is meant
to be played with “force and
vigor.”
“There’s a lot of stuff that
simulates bombs and tanks
as well as a dialogue going
on between the trumpet and
the piano (accompaniment),”
Cuthbert said.
Practicing for at least three
hours every day, Cuthbert said
he wants the piece to be “ I (X)
percent perfection” because it is
such a standard among trumpet
repertoires.
“It’s hard to sell because
everyone knows it so well,” he
said.
Eberly, a trumpet performance
major, auditioned with a piece by
Oskar Bohme and is preparing
for the competition by dedicating

several hours every day to
practice.
“There’s a lot of people
listening (to your performance
in the competition) who aren’t
going to want you to do good,”
Eberly said.
Possibly because the first
place winner will be awarded
with a new custom-made trumpet
and $500 for any expenses it will
take to order the instrument from
where it will be made, Eberly
added.
This is not the first year
GVSU has been represented in
the competition though.
In 2006, GVSU had three
soloists place higher than
students from Boston University,
Oberlin Conservatory of Music,
Eastman School of Music and
even Juilliard, Stoelzel said.
“I am incredibly proud of
each of these students,” Stoelzel
said. “It is a wonderful honor
for each of them and for our fine
institution.”
estack @ lanthorn.com

1st Annual

Michigan Beer Pong Tournament

arts@lanthorn.com

Only SIOO per team
(14 Players)

Strange, but true
BREMERTON, Wash.(AP)Credit unions accept deposits —
just not of methamphetamine.
A woman who allegedly
dropped an envelope containing
money and a bag of meth at
a Kitsap Credit Union was
arrested and charged with drug
possession, according to court
documents.
A bank employee reported the
deposit to police, who contacted
the
18-year-old
customer.
Officers said she might have
mistakenly included the bag
when she got money out of her
pocket for the deposit.
NEW YORK (AP) - Finding
your better half this Valentine’s
Day could be as easy as hailing
a taxi — especially if Ahmed
Ibrahim is in the driver’s seat.
The 53-year-old cupid cab
driver, as he refers to himself,
has spent the past few years
playing matchmaker to lonely
New Yorkers, setting up more
than 70 dates. Nineteen have led
to relationships that lasted more
than a year.
Ibrahim planned to decorate
his yellow cab with red and white
hearts and roses for Thursday.
“I’ve organized so many
dates, and it really makes me
feel good about it,” Ibrahim said.
“I’ve not had one complaint.”
Ibrahim said he offers
his matchmaking services to
passengers he evaluates by
listening to conversations and
asking a few questions. He then
exchanges phone numbers and email addresses.
“I want to know if they’re
the real deal or just a player,”
he said. “If you’re a player, then
forrft about it.”

One of his clients, Martin
Karamon, said he successfully
found romance through the cupid
cab’s services. The relationship
ended after about six months,
though the two remain friends.
“I might have to get in his
cab again because I just broke
up with my girlfriend,” said
Karamon, 37.
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - A
sheriff’s deputy wound up stuck
for 14 hours in an underground
tunnel used to move jail inmates
to a courthouse because no one
was there to unlock the door.
When Dane County Sheriff’s
Deputy Dave Hafeman entered
the 8-by-8-foot passageway
leading to the tunnel Friday
afternoon, the guard who
controls the heavy metal doors

on each side had gone home for
the weekend.
“This is an area that, again,
is secure, and the doors lock
behind you as soon as you enter,”
sheriff’s spokeswoman Elise
Schaffer said Monday. “And
once you’re in, you’re really at
the mercy of the controller to let
you in or out.”
Hafeman, a 14-year member
of the sheriff’s department, was
not discovered until his wife
called police because he never
returned from work. Detectives
found Hafeman’s car parked in
the county ramp and traced him
to the tunnel.
Schaffer wasn’t sure why
Hafeman, who was unhurt, had
entered the tunnel in the first
place.

Open to all ages

Purchase
tickets online at:

www.Ticketmaster.com

1st Place - $12,000
2nd Place - $600
3rd - 64th Place - $200

April 26th, 2008
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CLASSIFIED RATES
DEADLINES: Noon Thursday for Monday, Noon Monday for Thursday

E-mail your classifieds: ciassifieds^ianthom.corr

Congratulations

FREQUENCY

COMMERCIAL

DEPTS/
NON-PROFIT

2 Issues min.
3-4 Issues
5+ Issues

55C/word
50C/word
45C/word

50C/word
45C/word
40C/word

Housing

Miscellaneous

Looking for the best in rental
housing?
Look no more!
American Realty specializes in
college housing with over 50
houses in the greater Grand
Rapids area.
Go visit our
homes on-line and apply today,
www .american-realty. net.
616.913.9004

Roommates

Employment

Looking for a new roommate?
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is
a great way to reach all those
other people in your same
situation. Call 331-2460 today
to set up your ad!

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.

Ottawa Creek Apartments.
Monthly rent as low as $180.00
per person. DSL and basic ca
ble included! Spacious 1 and 2
bedroom apts., central air,
coin-op laundry, walkout bal
cony, dishwasher, large closet
space, and basketball court.
Just minutes from GVSU! Call
today 616.453.9190 www.ottawacreek.com

Looking for up-to-date news
and events? Look no further!
Come check us out on the web
- www.lanthorn.com is your
source for on campus events as
well as activities in the commu
nity. If your student organiza
tion has something to say- post
it with us! We keep you in
formed. For contact informa
tion feel free to e-mail lanthorn@gvsu.edu
or
call
616-331-2460.

Entertainment

Services
I Tan & Travel - Amazing Spe
cials! Corner of Wilson and
Lake Michigan Drive. Call today
for more info! 616.735.9441.
www.itanandtravel.com
Trying to serve Grand Valley
and the neighboring commu
nity? Let the Lanthorn serve you
by placing your ad! Call
331 -2460 to set up your ad.

Wanted
Need help? Find it by running
an ad in the Lanthorn! Call
331 -2460 to get started today.

Opportunities
Our Max Checking account
pays 5% APV and offers free
ATMs anywhere! Earn the max
on your money. Stop into any
branch, call 616.242.9790, or
visit
us
online
at
www.LMCU.org

Cook wanted part-time. Must
be available Saturday and Sun
day. Apply at Breakroom Bar
and Grille 1359 Plainfield.
Great pay! Work on your own
time! Commission-based cell
phone sales at Centennial Wire
less. Ask for Natali @
616-895-2179.
Work on Mackinac Island this
season. Make life long friends.
The Island House Hotel and Ryba’s Fudge Shops are looking
for seasonal help in all areas:
front desk, bell staff, wait staff,
sales clerks, and baristas. Em
ployment through late October.
Housing, bonus, and dis
counted meals available. Call
Ryan
1-800-626-6304.
www.theislandhouse.com.

For Sale
Let Grand Valley know what
goodies you have to sell! Call
the Lanthorn to list your items
today! 331-2460

Housing
3 girls needed to rent duplex for
fall 2008. Like new. $325/month
per person plus utilities. Call

Missing car keys? Found class
notes or a student ID? Adver
tise with us at 331-2460 and let
the Lanthorn help you find what
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See Puzzle B10

Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities you have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousands! Call the Lanthorn
UTrwt

' • OM

Brand new apartments and
townhomes. The Village at 48
West. Pre-leasing for fall 2008.
Furniture
included,
washer/dryer, fitness center,
free wi-fi and expanded cable.
Sign up today! 616-850-1056,
www.48west.info,
or
48west@48west.info

Lost & Found

Visit us on the web

Lijr.t •

Off-campus housing. Large
5-BD available in May. Also,
1-BD house available in May.
Less than 5 minutes from Allen
dale campus. Call 895-6873 or
690-3013.

Lost and found word ads are
free of charge for three con
secutive editions. 30 words
maximum, and then regular
rates apply. Submit ads online
at lanthorn.com. Call GVL at
331-2460 if questions.

331-2460

Calls taken Monday -Fnday, 9-5

•we

Birthdays

Announcements

Allendale Campus

$10.°° per week up to 25 words,
Each additional word 25C

What better way to show your
friends you care about them on
their birthday than wishing them
happy birthday through us! Let
the Lanthorn know about your
friends’ birthday’s and we will
advertise a message to make
this birthday one they won’t for
get.

Opportunities

100 COMMONS

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:
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Campus View
Apartments & Townhomes

Get a life. A college life, at Campus View.
pMiftfffMirrvefnto

wim the time with friends
Least expensive housing options for GVSU students.

i/|

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING
CAMPUS

OF THE

VIEW

NEW RECREATION FACILITY!

For Informat ion
on Renting an
Apartment or
Townhouse
Call:

616-895-6678

OFFERING:
Gymnasium
Spacious Lounge
Coffee bar
Game Area -Pool Tables
Large Screen Theater Room
Exercise Room Machines
T annin g
Aerobics Dance Studio
Private Studv Rooms

S.Urh 1 3lud>

COMING SOON TO
CAMPUS VIEW REC FACILITY!

“POP EVIL”
IN CONCERT
\VID—FEB 20—9:00 pm
**** Tickets canbe purchased
a Campus View Office

[cert

MARCH MADNESS PARTIES!
* NCAA PARTY

* ^ "^^ttMPUSVIEW

REC FACILITY
©tpsaiaii©
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mMSW 30

8 30 PM Doors Open
5:00 PM Concert Begins
More h.fo: pcmfol^ahoo com

tickets arc $5 in advance, $7 at the door
available @> Campus View Rec Facility
Just off 42nd A.couc

tickets will alsobc on sale f
C<o Kirkhof. Monday. Feb. 18th
From 12 2pm ,

G\mnasum

wB
10255 -12nd Avenue. Altendale, Mchaan -19401 .south of camp us)
* cam pus-iewhouans com

.

